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Abstract

Beam plasma interactions in density gradients can produce narrow hf struc-

tures. The \hf spikes" are seen in experiments with a hot cathode as elec-

tron source, and in particle in cell simulations. Using a new parameteriza-

tion technique for non-Maxwellian distribution functions in homogeneous

plasmas, it is found that the spatial growth in the spike cannot be explained

by a kinetic beam-plasma instability. Waves entering denser plasma are re-

ected. The interference, of a forward wave and a backward wave, produce

a narrow region of standing waves surrounded by regions dominated by

travelling waves. A dynamic uid model, incorporating the static electric

�eld and the inhomogeneous electron density, is solved by numerical meth-

ods. The solution reproduces a standing wave pattern with the maximum

amplitude at a position with a local plasma frequency close to, but below,

the oscillation frequency. The oscillation frequency is found to be a normal

mode of a short-circuited diode. The amplitude of the �eld in the diode,

and thus the amplitude at the spike, is determined by the total ac current,

which is limited by the dc electron density level close to the cathode. To in-

corporate kinetic e�ects as the driving instability in the beam and resonant

damping, a new method for eigenmode analysis in inhomogeneous diodes

is developed. No applications of this method for the spike are reported but

it is shown that singular space charge structures, producing corners in the

electric �eld, can form in the reection regions.

Keywords: Beam-plasma, Density gradient, Double layer, Electron

beam, Finite elements, HF spike, Landau contour, Landau damping,

Method of characteristics, PIC simulation, Pierce diode, Single emitter,
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most of the matter in the universe is in the plasma state. A plasma, or

highly ionized gas, has long range forces and a plasma acts as a uid rather

than a collection of free particles. In our neighborhood plasma is found in

electrical discharges, as e.g. lightning, and in the ionosphere and the mag-

netosphere of the earth. Charged particle beams, as particles in the solar

wind or particles accelerated in the manetosphere and the ionosphere, inter-

act with the ambient plasma. Charge particle beams can transfer energy to

waves and �elds in a nearly explosive way. These beam-plasma interactions

are interesting from many viewpoints. An energy pump excites natural

eigenmodes of the plasma system. By measuring these, we can learn a lot of

the nature of the plasma. In the laboratory, beams are used to create plas-

mas through ionization and to excite wave modes. In some beam-plasma

experiments performed at the Alfv�en Laboratory localized high frequency

oscillations of high amplitude, \hf spikes", have been found. They develop

and decay in a few wavelengths. These high frequency oscillations can now

be measured through the development of measurement equipment, as e.g.

fast oscilloscopes and new probes, during the last ten years. New powerful

computers and new numerical algorithms have also made it possible to sim-

ulate the experiment and extract new information. The hf spikes play an

important role in this dissertation. The papers (referred as P1, P2, P3 and

P4), on which the thesis is based, have been developed from measurements,

computer simulations and theoretical methods aiming at an understanding

of the hf spikes.

In the �rst chapters (Chap. 2-4) basic properties of a plasma and the

numerical methods used are described. These sections concentrate on top-

ics that are important, in the theory or in the methods used, in the papers.

They do not aim at covering the topics, but they provide a minimal back-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ground to follow the papers, for readers unfamiliar with plasma physics

(Chap. 2, 3) and for readers unfamiliar with numerical methods (Chap. 4).

After reading selected parts of these chapters it is natural to read the short

history behind the beam plasma interactions, the background and the sum-

mary of the papers in Chap. 5. The �rst three papers (all papers are in-

cluded in the appendices) give a chronological view of the development of

ideas to explain the hf spikes. The fourth paper though, only contains the

�nal version of the next step in the chain of modeling in a conceptual form.

Before reaching these results, considerable (unpublished) work has been

done. These steps, which were partly successful and partly failures, are de-

scribed in Chap. 6. This chapter also includes a more detailed description

of the numerical solution techniques in the fourth paper, since this kind of

material can not be included in published papers, at least not in the chosen

journal. Some parts of the fourth paper are copied to Chap. 6, to make

the text readable without referring too frequently to P4. The chapter can

be red, schematically as a background to P4, or detailed as a manual to

reproduce the results.

People working in science know by experience that nearly every attempt

to solve a problem leads to at least a few new possible questions. The hf

spike track is not an exception to this rule. Some of the ideas, problems

and suggestions for future work that have appeared during the work are

�nally discussed in the last chapter of the thesis (Chap. 7).



Chapter 2

Plasma equations

Neutral gases behave as many particle systems where collective behavior

is determined by many binary interactions (collisions). The single parti-

cles move freely most of the time. In a plasma, long range interactions

dominate the collective behavior. The particles act a sources for the \long

range" �elds and the particle motion is inuenced by the �elds. \Long

range" is not an absolute measure. The scale length of the �eld is large

compared to the inter-particle spacing. The type of �eld theory used deter-

mines the class of the plasma. In ordinary electrodynamical (ED) plasma,

the particles are ions and electrons, and the �elds are the usual Electro-

magnetic �elds (E;B). A quantum electrodynamical (QED) plasma has

charged particles and the same �eld but this kind of plasma includes cre-

ation and annihilation processes of the constituents and the �eld enters in

the particle description through the photon. Quantum chromo dynamical

(QCD) plasmas are quarks in color �elds (gluons). This kind of plasma

is essential in, e.g., high energy hadronization processes, big bang theories

etc. The \long range" �elds are limited to � 1 fm (10�15 m), i.e., the range

of strong interaction, but there are still many particles within the range of

interaction. The other extreme plasma is the gravitational plasma where

the particles are galaxies or cluster of galaxies and the long range �eld is

gravitational. This thesis is restricted to the electrodynamical plasma.

The electrodynamical plasma will be described in a hierarchy of simpli-

�cation, in the following sections. Each new step reduces the complexity

of the mathematical description but it also neglects some physical informa-

tion. This physical hierarchy has the counterpart in the numerical methods

described in sec. 4.4. The n-Particle theory in Sec. 2.1 gives a basic under-

standing of the plasma. This description can be used to explain the particle

in cell code that has been used in P1 and P3. The statistical method in

3



4 CHAPTER 2. PLASMA EQUATIONS

Sec. 2.2 is used to derive wave modes in P2 and P3, and also in the deriva-

tion of so called kinetic diode modes in the last paper P4. Eigenmodes of a

plasma diode is a key concept in the interpretation of the hf spikes. Fluid

equations are used in the eigenmode determination in P3, and a background

to the uid equations is therefore given in Sec. 2.3.

2.1 n-particle theory

The motion of the non-relativistic particles is determined by Newton (or

Hamiltonian) mechanics,

mi _vi = F i

vi = _ri
i = 1; : : : ; n (2.1)

where mi is the mass, ri is the position and F i is the force acting on the

particle i with charge qi. If quantum mechanical e�ects are neglected, there

is a conserved number of particles, say n. The force on the particles in the

electrodynamical plasma is given by the Lorentz force

F i = qi(E + vi �B): (2.2)

The equations of motion [Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2] and the Maxwell equations,

r �E =
1

�0

X
qi�(r � ri) (2.3)

r �B = 0 (2.4)

r�E = �
@B

@t
(2.5)

r�B = �0

X
qivi�(r � ri) + �0�0

@E

@t
; (2.6)

form a closed system of equations. This system models the collective �elds

as well as the short-range �eld in elastic collisions by the use of Dirac sources

�(r � ri). It fails though in resolving spin, internal structures and other

aspects in quantum mechanical scattering. This particle description clearly

speci�es the underlying physics but the coupled di�erential equations for

the 6n phase space coordinates � (ri; _ri) and the 4 independent �eld com-

ponents, can rarely be solved (by numerical methods) because of the huge

number of particles.



2.2. STATISTICAL METHOD 5

2.2 Statistical method

The particles speci�es positions in a 6-dimensional con�guration space  =

(r;v), called the phase space in plasma physical terminology. This space

is not the same as the phase space of canonical variables in a Hamiltonian

formulation (r;p), since the canonical momentum p 6= mv in the presence

of a magnetic �eld. I will use the term phase space for  = (r;v), since

there is no risk of confusion as long as the description uses the Newton

equation of motion rather than the Hamiltonian formulations.

By introducing continuous phase space distribution functions, f�(r;v; t),

giving the average number of particles, of species �, in the phase space vol-

ume d3rd3v, the complexity of the equations is reduced. The average is

calculated in a region that is large enough to contain many particles, but

small enough to make the di�erential approach acceptable. In this kinetic or

statistical description phenomena with scale lengths comparable with the

inter-particle spacing are smeared out, but phenomena covering a phase

space volume with several particles are well described by the average prop-

erties in the distribution function. If the particles describe continuous phase

space trajectories, then f� ful�l a continuity equation in the 6-dimensional

phase space  

0 =
@f�

@t
+
X
i

@

@ i
( _ if�) =

@f�

@t
+

@

@r
� ( _rf�) +

@

@v
� ( _vf�): (2.7)

The terms @ _ri=@ri = @vi=@ri disappears since the phase space coordinates

are independent. Also the terms @ _vi=@vi = @(Fi=m)=@vi vanishes since

known forces, accept the magnetic term q�v �B in the Lorentz force, are

velocity independent, and the contribution from this term is orthogonal to

v. The remaining terms in Eq. 2.7 gives the Vlasov equation

@f�

@t
+ _r �

@f�

@r
+ _v �

@f�

@v
= 0; (2.8)

i.e., df�=dt = 0, where _v = (q�=m�)(E + v �B). The equation df�=dt = 0

states that a set of particles always will occupy the same  -space volume.

Liouville's theorem thus applies in the  -space, which is a sort of justi-

�cation for calling it the \phase space". With a statistical description of

the particles phase space positions, there is no information of the individ-

ual source terms in the �eld equations, and the source terms in Poission's

equation (Eq. 2.3) and in Ampere's law (Eq. 2.6) must be based on the

average contribution to the charge density and the current density,

r �E =
1

�0

X
�

�
q�

Z
f�d

3
v

�
(2.9)
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r�B = �0

X
�

�
q�

Z
f�vd

3
v

�
+ �0�0

@E

@t
: (2.10)

Since the Dirac particles in the particle description are replaced by

smooth functions on a length scale that cannot resolve binary interactions

and individual particles, the phase space trajectories will be discontinuous

also for elastic scattering. This discontinuity is formally handled by adding

an interaction term that describes the creation and spreading of phase space

density, df�=dt = [@f�=@t]coll. This equation is called the Boltzmann equa-

tion. The underlying physics for the extra term is binary collisions (elastic,

excitation, de-excitation, ionization, recombination and in QED plasmas

also pair production and annihilation processes). The Vlasov or Boltz-

mann equation, together with the Maxwell equations (Eqs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.9

and 2.10), make the foundation in kinetic plasma theory.

2.3 Fluid description

The statistical description produces equations that have known analyti-

cal solutions in some simple situations, as e.g. in the linearized behavior

of homogeneous plasma (see Sec. 3.1). However many problems are still

too time consuming to be solved numerically because of the complexity of

the equations. Next step in the approximation hierarchy is to reduce the

continuous velocity distribution to some parameters characterizing the dis-

tribution. The functions can be represented by a stepwise constant func-

tion in numerical schemes. More smooth functions with a few (numer-

able) free parameters (e.g. as the simple poles in P2) is another possibil-

ity of reducing the complexity by putting constraints on the distribution.

Frequently the velocity distribution is assumed to be locally-Maxwellian,

f�(r;v; t) = f�(r; v; t) � exp[�v2=(2v2t )], where mv2t = kBT� and v is one

component of the velocity. The continuous function is then replaced by

one single parameter, the temperature T�, or the thermal velocity vt. The

parameters in these methods describe the velocity distribution locally. In

general the parameters can be both spatially and temporally varying.

The classical way to parameterize f� is the use of velocity moments

hvki� �
R
f� v

k
d
3v where vk is the tensor product (1; v; vv; : : :). The low-

est moments give the density n� = hv0i� of species �, the particle drift u� =

n
�1
� hv1i� and the particle pressure tensor. P� = m�h(v � u)(v � u)i� .

The thermal energy (Wt)� is hidden in P� , (Wt)� = Trace(P�)=2.

By multiplying the Vlasov equation (Eq. 2.8) with vk and integrating,

new equations for the species are obtained. The zeroth Vlasov moment
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(k = 0) gives the continuity equation

@n�

@t
+r � (n�u�) = 0; (2.11)

which tells that the particles are conserved. Generally, any quantity ap-

pearing as n� in the equation above is a conserved quantity in the control

volume V (t) moving in the velocity �eld u� , according to Reynold's trans-

port theorem

d

dt

Z
V (t)

n�(r; t)dV =

Z
V (t)

�
@n�

@t
+r � (n�u�)

�
dV: (2.12)

The �rst Vlasov moment gives the momentum equation

m�n�

�
@

@t
+ u� � r

�
u� = q�n�(E + u�B)�r �P� ; (2.13)

where the left hand side is the rate of momentum change and the right hand

side is the Lorentz force on the uid and a pressure term. This equation can

also be derived from Newton's second law, d(n�m�u�)=dt = F � , using the

transport theorem to expand the total time derivative and the continuity

equation to get rid of some terms.

For each new Vlasov moment there will appear an unknown variable

of a higher moment and a closure equation must thus be introduced to

get a solvable system. With an isotropic Maxwellian velocity distribution

determined by the temperature T�, the pressure tensor can be written P� =

P�I, where P� is given by the ideal gas law P� = n�kBT� and I is the

unit dyad. In this simple case, note that r � P� = rP� . Compressions

can inuence both the pressure and the temperature, rP� = kBT�rn� +
n�kBrT�. The closure equation tells how the pressure is inuenced by

the compressions under consideration. Adiabatic compressions give rP� =

kBT�rn� , with  = (2 + d)=d determined by the number of degrees of

freedom, d, in the system.

The description of the multi-species system, e.g., mass ow, charge den-

sity, current densities, internal energy and pressure, follows from appropri-

ate linear combinations of the single species Vlasov moments.

The uid equations replace a continuous distribution with �nite number

of moments. What information is lost in the process of averaging? Physical

phenomena that depend on f�(v) rather than the average distribution can

not be modeled by uid theory. Waves travelling through plasma will in-

teract most strongly with particles moving at the same speed as the waves,

i.e., resonant particles. Energy and momentum transfer between waves and

resonant particles fall outside the uid description, which cannot account

for particle trapping and reection.
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Chapter 3

Electrostatic wave modes

In linear dynamic systems, eigenmodes play an important role. They spec-

ify which wave modes that can propagate in the medium. They also give

the phase velocity and possible frequencies ! for di�erent propagation di-

rections. Most of the plasma equations are non-linear, but small amplitude

oscillations around equilibrium variables give approximate eigenmodes. In

homogeneous plasmas the variables can be represented by the Fourier am-

plitudes. A perturbation in the variables with the spatial and temporal

dependence exp[i(!t � k � r)] is investigated. By this Fourier ansatz only

periodic variations in homogeneous plasmas can be modeled. The eigen-

modes or the solutions to the dispersion relation give the possible combi-

nations of ! and k in the system. In a plasma with continuous velocity

distributions covering all velocities also all phase velocities of the waves

are possible, and there is no dispersion relation determining !(k). In the

famous paper by Landau [3] it was shown that most of these dispersion

roots are \false". The \false" roots (van Kampen modes) represent oscil-

lations for highly arti�cial perturbations of the plasma and not collective

plasma oscillations for reasonable perturbations. The equations should be

solved by initial value methods rather than by Fourier methods in time.

Particles that are resonant with the waves introduce singularities, and the

initial value formulation gives the answer how to handle them. The wave

modes in the Fourier domain (with the transform made properly) are still

important and some examples of such modes will be given in Sec. 3.2.

The initial value formulation in Sec. 3.1 explain the background for the

dispersion relations obtained in P2 and P3. It also gives a relatively simple

background to the initial value formulations for inhomogeneous systems in

Chap. 6 and in P4. Di�erent wave modes in a beam-plasma system are

important in the interpretations of the hf spike in P1 and P3. The most

9



10 CHAPTER 3. ELECTROSTATIC WAVE MODES

important electrostatic wave modes and their properties are presented in

Sec. 3.2.

3.1 Initial value formulation

The Vlasov-Maxwell system is in principle solvable if initial conditions,

B(r; 0), E(r; 0) and f�(r;v; 0) are given. Formulations of this type, with

given initial conditions, are preferably solved by numerical methods de-

scribed in Sec.4.4.

For some simple geometries, solutions can be found analytically. As an

example, restrict the analysis to electrostatic waves (r�E = 0) in unmag-

netized (B = 0) homogenous plasma. The linear homogeneous eigenmodes

are found from the small amplitude ansatz

E(r; t) = 0 + E1(r; t)

f(r;v; t) = f
0(v) + f

1(v; t):
(3.1)

The � has been dropped and a single species system is considered. Quan-

tities with indices \0" represent stationary solutions and variables with

indices \1" are small perturbations. The Vlasov equation of the �rst order

in the small quantities and the Poisson's equation

@f1

@t
+ v � @f

1

@r + q
m
E1 � @f

0

@v = 0

r �E1 = q
�0

R
f
1
d
3
v;

(3.2)

form a closed system for the linear perturbations. Using a Fourier repre-

sentation in space the electrostatic condition r�E = 0 gives k�E1 = 0,

i.e., the �eld is aligned with the propagation direction. The vector notation

can consequently be dropped without any loss of generality.

Let �1 be either E1 or f1 and let f(v) be the one-dimensional distribu-

tion function. The relation between the temporal Laplace transform ~� and

�
1 is then

~�(s) =
R +1
0

�
1(t)e�stdt

�
1(t) = 1

2�i

R +i1
�i1

~�(s)estds;
(3.3)

where the inverse transform is carried out with all poles of ~�(s) to the left of

the line <(s) = . The transform ~�(s) is de�ned if <(s) is large enough to

make the integral converging. The one dimensional Fourier representation

gives a spatial variation of the form exp(�ikx). Using this ansatz in Eq. 3.2
the new system for the transformed quantities becomes

(s� ikv) ~f(v; s) + q
m
~E(s)@f

0

@v
= f

1(v; 0)

�ik ~E(s) = q
�0

R +1
�1

~f(v; s)dv:
(3.4)
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By eliminating the distribution function ~f(v; s) and solving for ~E(s), the

electric �eld reads

~E(s) = �
q

ik�0

�Z +1

�1

f
1(v; 0)

s� ikv
dv

���
1�

q
2

mk�0

Z +1

�1

@f
0
=@v

kv + is
dv

�
: (3.5)

The time domain representation of the �eld [E1(t); t > 0] is then found

by performing the inverse transform and closing the contour in the left half

plane

E
1(t) =

1

2�i

Z +i1

�i1

~E(s)estds =
X

residues

e
sjtRes ~E(sj): (3.6)

The contour () must be chosen such that all singularities of ~E(s) are

contained in the closed contour to ensure E1(t) = 0; t < 0. Two types of

singularities are possible, singularities in the numerator and zeros in the

denominator in Eq. 3.5. Singularities in the numerator are dependent on

the initial perturbation. If the perturbation is chosen arbitrary any of the

\false" dispersion roots can be retained. These oscillations require highly

arti�cial initial perturbations. The other poles of ~E(s) come from zeros

in the denominator in Eq. 3.5. Such zeros do not depend on the choice of

initial conditions and these oscillations clearly give the system's eigenmodes

s(k), where

~G(s) =
q
2

m�0k

Z +1

�1

@f
0
=@v

kv + is
dv = 1: (3.7)

The velocity is normally treated as a real variable, but as it enters in the

present analysis with complex variables, the question arises how to chose

the integration contour. ~G(s) and ~E(s) are analytical functions, de�ned to

the right of the line <(s) =  in Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.7. The phase velocity

singularity v = �is=k is then in the lower half v-plane for positive real k

and <(s) > 0. The analytical continuation of ~G(s) and ~E(s), for <(s) < ,

are obtained by using the so called Landau contour, which keeps the phase

velocity singularity below the integration contour in Eq. 3.5 and Eq. 3.7 for

all s by deforming the integration path in the complex v-plane if necessary.

The ordinary Fourier representation exp[i(!t� kx)] can be retrieved by

interpreting s as i! (see Eq.3.6). By introducing normalized distribution

functions,
R
f
N
dv � 1 or fN = n

�1
f , the dispersion relation becomes

nq
2

m�0k

Z +1

�1

@[f0]N=@v

kv � !
dv = 1: (3.8)

A plasma frequency !p, determining the time scales for electrostatic wave

phenomena, is de�ned from the coe�cient !2p = nq
2
=(m�0). An alternative
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formulation of the dispersion relation is frequently used. If the distribu-

tion function is well behaved for large v, which is the case for physical

distributions, Eq. 3.8 can be partially integrated and the boundary term

disappears,

!
2
p

Z +1

�1

[f0]N

(kv � !)2
dv = 1: (3.9)

In both of the equations (Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9) the phase velocity pole is be-

low the integration contour, i.e., the dispersion roots !(k) are assumed to

represent growing solutions.

3.2 Numerical example of homogeneous modes

In real plasma there are many species that contribute to the dispersive

characteristics. In the previous section only one component oscillations

were investigated. With heavy ions and light electrons the ion background

is often treated as rigid and a one component (electron) system is studied.

It is straightforward to include many components, since all equations are

linear in the perturbed quantities. By summing the contribution from each

species in Poisson's equation (use Eq. 2.9 in Eq. 3.2), multi component

dispersion relations are obtained as

!
2
p

Z +1

�1

[F 0]N

(kv � !)2
dv = 1: (3.10)

where the reduced distribution function FN and the total plasma frequency

!p are given by

!
2
p =

P
� !

2
p;�

F
N =

P
�

�
!p;�
!p

�2
f
N
�

: (3.11)

In the plasma systems studied in the papers of this thesis, there are three

important components, a stationary ion distribution, a stationary electron

distribution, and an energetic electron beam.

Numerical solution of the wave modes of this system is made with the

expansion technique described in P2. The used parameters are tabulated

in Tab. 3.1 and the reduced distribution function is displayed in Fig. 3.1.

The parameters have been chosen to get readable �gures that clarify

some physical properties of the wave modes. The ion/electron mass ratio

is reduced and the ion/electron temperature ratio is larger than in the

experimental parts of P1 and P3.

The numerical solution !(k) of Eq. 3.10 is shown in Fig. 3.2. There

are three important roots. The Langmuir root (solid) represents electron
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Table 3.1: Parameters used in the beam-plasma example and described in P2.

The total plasma frequency !p and the beam drift vb are used as scaling parame-

ters. Note that m� is the expansion parameter described in P2 and not the mass

of the particle species.

!
2
p;� vt;� vd;� m�

Background electrons 0:899!2p 0:400vb 0 3

Beam electrons 0:100!2p 0:150vb � vb 3

Stationary ions 0:001!2p 0:002vb 0 3

−2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

v/v
b

FN  v b

Figure 3.1: The normalized reduced distribution function [F 0]N for a stationary

plasma, beam and ion system with parameters given in Tab. 3.1. Note the sharp

ion-spike in the center of the distribution. The velocities are normalized to the

beam drift velocity vb.
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Figure 3.2: Electrostatic wave modes for the expansion in Tab. 3.1. The upper

panel gives the real part of the frequency and the lower panel gives the absolute

value of the imaginary part, i.e., the damping or growth. The Langmuir wave is

shown as a solid line, the slow space charge wave is dashed and the ion acoustic

wave is dash-dotted. The beam velocity is given as reference by a dotted line (not

a straight line in a log-linear diagram). The Langmuir waves and the ion-acoustic

waves are damped for all wavelengths. The slow space charge wave is the only

growing (=(!) < 0) mode. It is unstable for long wavelengths and it is damped

for short wavelengths. (Note that the absolute value j=(!)j is plotted.)

oscillation close to but above !p. In the experiments (P1, P3) these waves

are found at ! � 1 GHz. For long wave lengths (small k) these waves

are weakly damped but for shorter wavelengths they are highly damped.

A typical wavelength limit is given by kvt;e=!p < 1. A warmer plasma

introduces stronger damping and a cold plasma gives undamped waves. In

the beam direction this mode connects to a mode with phase velocity (!=k)

slightly above the beam velocity. This part of the curve is often called the

fast space charge wave. The connection of the wave modes is described in

detail in Ref. [4].

The slow space charge wave (dashed) has a phase velocity slightly below

the beam velocity. This mode is growing in the long wavelength regime but

it is damped for large k. Wave energy is gained from the kinetic energy

of the beam electrons. In the frequency domain this mode is important in

a region extending from slow oscillations to frequencies slightly above !p.

Normally waves with a frequency below but of the order of !p have the
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strongest growth.

Ion oscillations are much slower than electron oscillations because of the

higher mass of the particles. The dispersion relation for ion-acoustic waves

is given by the dash-dotted line. For low frequencies (and Maxwellian

distributions) the waves have phase velocities close to, �cs where cs =p
kBTe=mi = vt;e(!p;i=!p;e), is the speed of sound. With non-Maxwellian

distributions as above, the phase velocity di�ers from �cs but it is of the
same order. In this phase velocity regime vt;i < vph < vt;e and the damping

is dominated by electron Landau damping. For shorter wave lengths the

phase velocity is reduced, and the waves becomes resonant with the \nee-

dle" in the reduced distribution function (Fig. 3.1). This \needle" is domi-

nated by the ions and the damping is consequently called ion Landau damp-

ing. This damping is normally very strong and we get a minimum phase

velocity (maximum frequency) at vph � vt;i, for the ion acoustic waves. In

the experiments these wave modes are expected at ! = (0� 10) MHz with

a speed of sound cs � 5 km/s [Argon, kTe = (5� 10) eV].
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Chapter 4

Numerical methods

In inhomogeneous plasmas and in complicated geometries, analytical so-

lutions of the plasma equations are not reachable. However, by numerical

analysis and by simulation techniques powerful methods are obtained. Mea-

surements in the physical system of interest can often be expensive, time

consuming and sometimes even impossible, e.g., due to distance (astronom-

ical objects) or due to high energy uxes (fusion experiments). Small-scale

experiments and simulations try to �nd answers at a lower cost by model-

ing some parts of the full-scale system. Simulations often contain variables

that are non-measurable in the experiments but important in theoretical

models. Simulations can be used to forecast phenomena and to design new

experiments. They can also be used for analysis of experimental results.

Numerical models are based on the replacement of continuous functions,

by discrete representations with a limited number of free parameters. The

sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe two possible discretization schemes, the �nite

di�erence method and the �nite element method, in general terms. These

methods are used in the particle in cell simulations in P1 and P3. They

are also used in the numerical solutions of the eigenmode equations in P3.

Particle simulations (kinetic simulations) have been more successful the last

years by the development of new computers and new e�cient algorithms.

The particle in cell method has been important in the papers (P1, P3) and

a short description is given in Sec. 4.4. The computational e�orts limit the

domain of possible simulations. The performance is strongly dependent on

how linear equation systems are solved, and some numerical linear algebra is

therefore discussed in Sec. 4.5. Most numerical schemes include integration

as a necessary building block. The details in numeric integration is given in

connection to the di�erent methods in Chap. 6, but a general background

in one dimension is given here in Sec. 4.6.

17
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4.1 Finite di�erence method

Di�erential equations are local descriptions of the unknown variables. Nu-

merical methods solving di�erential equations use local approximations and

they consequently give local error estimates. The Poisson's equation,

��(r) = �f(r); r 2 


�(r) = g(r); r on �

�
(4.1)

will be used as a simple example of (an elliptic) partial di�erential equa-

tion. 
 is a bounded open domain [in 1, 2, 3 (or higher) dimensions] with

boundary � = @
. The potential � is determined by the volume sources

represented by f(r) and the boundary potential g(r) (Dirichlet condition).

Study for simplicity the numerical representation of the one-dimensional

case with an equidistant partition of the interval 0 � x � L,

0 = x0 < x1 < : : : < x� = L; h = xi+1 � xi: (4.2)

Assume the potential is given by �(xi) = �i at the node points. A dif-

ference operator D, approximating the continuous di�erential operator, is

constructed from linear combinations of the node values

D�i =
X
j

�j�i+j : (4.3)

The coe�cients �j are chosen to get a good approximation of the continuous

operator, in the limit h! 0, by using the Taylor expansion around the node

values

�i+j =

1X
k=0

(jh)k

n!

d
k
�

dxk

����
xi

; (4.4)

to eliminate as many error-terms as possible. A simple example of a discrete

Laplace operator is

D2�i � h
�2(�i�1 � 2�i + �i+1) = �

00jxi +
h
2

12
�
0000jxi +O(h4): (4.5)

The di�erence scheme can be applied to the interior points and the bound-

ary condition is applied to the end node points (x0; x�). The linear equa-

tion system in the node point values �i, approximating Poisson's equation

in Eq. 4.1,

D2�i = f(xi) i = 1; : : : ; �� 1

�0 = g(0)

�� = g(L)

9=
; (4.6)
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can be solved by any of the methods presented in Sec. 4.5. The local

approximation error O(h2) is found in Eq. 4.5. The method is generalized

to higher dimensions, by forming linear combinations of node points in a 2

or 3 dimensional mesh.

The example with Poisson's equation is illustrative, but for later con-

sideration it is appropriate to also mention the most common ways to ap-

proximate �rst derivatives,

D+
�i �

�i+1 � �i

h
= �

0jxi +
h

2
�
00jxi +O(h2) (4.7)

D��i �
�i � �i�1

h
= �

0jxi �
h

2
�
00jxi +O(h2) (4.8)

D0
�i �

�i+1 � �i�1

2h
= �

0jxi +
h
2

6
�
000jxi +O(h

4): (4.9)

These approximations look similar but they give quite di�erent numerical

properties of the schemes. If the derivatives are used for a variable with an

imposed direction, as in the time derivative, @=@t, the convective derivative

in a ow, v �r, or perhaps the corresponding convective derivative in phase

space, � � rp (cf. Sec. 6.2), there is a clear di�erence between forward

and backward. As an example study the evolution equation D� = f(�; t),

where D � @=@t. Using a di�erentiation scheme based on information

already known in evaluating f(�; t) (explicit schemes), as by using D+ ap-

proximation the time derivative, the calculations are cheap but it can be

di�cult to keep the numerical scheme stable. An implicit scheme (D�;D0)

leads to cumbersome solutions of equation systems, but it has better sta-

bility properties. The last approximation (D0) has the smallest error but

it can not be used close to a boundary without using tricks. D0 also in-

troduces a separation in odd and even grid points, which can give rise to

instabilities.

4.2 Finite element method

The �nite di�erence scheme did not provide any global error estimate. If

the geometries becomes complicated, or if a non-uniform partition of 
 is

preferred, the �nite element method is powerful. It approaches the problem

on the whole domain 
 and it also provides global error estimates.

To �nd the numerical method, the physical problem (Eq. 4.1) is ex-

pressed in a weak variational form. Introduce an arbitrary test function �

in the Hilbert spaceW = H
1
0 (
) = f�j

R
r2
[�

2+r��r�]d3r <1 ^ �(r) =
0; r on �g. W , or a Hilbert space in general, is a complete (function-) space
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with an inner product. The functions and the derivatives of the functions

in the chosen space W are square integrable. Other function spaces are

possible but the largest space that gives an acceptable variational formu-

lation below is W . Multiply the Poisson's equation (Eq. 4.1) with the test

function � 2 W and integrate

(�; f) �
R


f�d

3
r =

= �
R


���d3r =

=
R


[r� � r��r � (�r�)]d3r =

=
R


[r� � r�]d3r �

R
�
(�r�) � d� =

=
R


[r� � r�]d3r � (�; �)a

(4.10)

where d� is the di�erential surface area oriented along the outward normal

to 
. The partial integration and Gauss law have transformed the di�eren-

tial equation to an equality between the L2(
) inner product (�; f) and the

bilinear form (�; �)a. For elliptic problems with symmetric bilinear form, as

e.g. Poisson's equation, (�; �)a de�nes a possible inner product to the space

H
1
0 (
). By the speci�c choice of test function space W , � is vanishing on

� and the surface integral,
R
�
(�r�) � d�, above disappears.

The solution � is sought in a space V� = f�j � 2 H
1(
) ^ �(r) =

g(r); r on �g, i.e., in a function space regular enough to make (�; f) =

(�; �)a de�ned, and such that all functions in the space ful�l the boundary

conditions. The test function was arbitrary chosen and the weak formula-

tion is thus

Find � 2 V� such that (�; f) = (�; �)a; 8� 2 W: (4.11)

A solution of Eq. 4.1 also represent a solution of the weak formulation in

Eq. 4.11, but a weak solution needs not to be twice continuously di�eren-

tiable. Eq. 4.11 is an alternative formulation of the physics in Poisson's

equation.

To �nd a numerical solution, a �nite dimensional approximate solution

�
FEM is constructed. In the �nite di�erence method the function was spec-

i�ed in the node points but it was unknown in between. The �nite element

solution is based on the weak formulation (Eq. 4.11) and �FEM must con-

sequently be de�ned in every position r 2 
. V� is not a linear space

(�1; �2 2 V� 6) �1 + �2 2 V�) because of the inhomogeneous boundary

condition for the functions in V�. To get linear numerical equations, the

expansion of the solution is made in another space. The solution can be

expanded in a larger space with explicitly imposed boundary conditions,

or the solution can be separated in a particular solution �� 2 V� (approx-

imately) ful�lling the boundary condition and a linear space expansion to

ful�l the interior requirements. Finite dimensional subspaces Vh � V� and
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Wh � W are constructed. The basis functions in these spaces (�i; �j) are

normally chosen as splines (local polynomials) in �nite element codes, but

as a general method other basis functions, as e.g. trigonometric functions

or wavelets, are possible. The particular solution ansatz is

�
FEM = �� +

X
ai�i

�
(�i + ��) 2 Vh � V�

�i 2 Vh;0 � H
1
0 (
)

: (4.12)

By trying this ansatz in Eq. 4.11 using the test functions �j 2 Wh a linear

equation system in the expansion coe�cients, ai, is obtainedX
ai(�j ; �i)a = (�j ; f)� (�j ; ��)a 8�j 2 Wh: (4.13)

With the alternative ansatz

�
FEM =

X
ai�i �i 2 Vh;inhom � H

1(
) (4.14)

with explicitly imposed boundary conditions, the linear equation system in

ai is � P
ai(�j ; �i)a = (�j ; f) 8�j 2 WhP
ai�i(r) � g(r); r on �

: (4.15)

The last condition should be read as : �FEM is a su�ciently good interpolant

to g(r) on the boundary. The number of requirements on the boundary

should make the coe�cients unambiguously de�ned. One straightforward

use of
P
ai�i(r) � g(r) is that there should be an exact equality at the

node points rk [i.e.,
P
ai�i(rk) = g(rk); rk on �]. Eq. 4.15 has more

equations than Eq. 4.13 but it has more unknown coe�cients (ai) since

the expansion space (spanned by �i) is larger. If the two solution spaces

(V�; Vh;inhom) are subspaces of the same Hilbert space [e.g. H
1(
)] and

the discrete spaces have the same degrees of freedom, i.e., the same node

points, the two methods will return the same solution �
FEM. A slightly

more formal way of applying the inhomogeneous boundary conditions is to

impose them weakly as is done in Sec.6.4.1.

Error estimates, e.g., estimates of jj� � �
FEMjjL2(
) can be found in

Ref. [5]. It is not simple to derive error estimates here but it is worth noting

that jj�� �FEMjjL2(
) � Ch
r+1j�jHr+1(
) using polynomials of degree r in

the solution space, where the seminorm j�jHr+1(
) = [
P
j�j=r

R


jD�

�j2d3r ]1=2.
D
�
� is a short form for the spatial derivative

D
�
� �

@
j�j
�

@r
�1
1 @r

�2
2 : : : @r

�d
d

; (4.16)

where � is a vector � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �d), the order of D
� is j�j =

Pd
k=1 �k,

and d is the dimensionality of the domain 
. The L2(
) error in the case
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of linear basis functions is thus quadratic in h with a coe�cient determined

by the regularity of the second derivatives of the true solution �. In one

dimension with linear basis functions the error estimate isZ
S

j�� �
FEMj2dx � C

2
h
4

Z
S

j�00j2dx; (4.17)

where S is the whole domain 
 or a single interval between any two node

points. Adaptive methods use this kind of error estimates to locally deter-

mine the step-length h in the most economical way, i.e., the computational

e�orts are concentrated in regions with high curvature of the solution �.

An example of the use of this abstract formulation is appropriate. Con-

sider again the one-dimensional case with equidistant mesh. The basis

functions are chosen as linear \hat functions" [�i(x)] with local support,

�i; �i = �i(x) =

8<
:

x�xi�1
h

xi�1 � x � xi
xi+1�x

h
xi < x � xi+1

0 Otherwise

: (4.18)

The support of a function (e.g. �i) supp(�i) is the closure of the domain in


 where the function is not zero, i.e., supp(�i) = fxj x 2 
 ^ �i(x) 6= 0g.
E.g., the support of sin(kx) is the real axis (or the complex plane) and

supp(�i) = fxj xi�1 � x � xi+1g. If the support is closure of the whole

domain, 
, the function has global support, otherwise the support is local.

If a basis of a function space have functions with local support the basis

is considered as local. A global basis is de�ned analogously. Note that the

hat functions are regular enough to be in H1(
), since both the functions

and the derivatives are square integrable.

The value of the bilinear forms (�i; �i+j)a in Eqs. 4.13 and 4.15 are

simply calculated if hat functions are used

(�j ; �i+j)a �
Z L

0

d�j

dx

d�i+j

dx
dx =

8<
:

2
h

i = 0

� 1
h

i = �1
0 Otherwise

: (4.19)

The use of a local basis has resulted in a matrix (�j ; �i+j)a which has most

zeros, i.e., a sparse matrix. The interior requirement in Eq. 4.15 becomes

1

h
(aj�1 � 2aj + aj+1) = �(�j ; f) 8�j 2 Wh: (4.20)

The similarity with the �nite di�erence representation in Eqs. 4.5, 4.6 is ev-

ident. The coe�cients ai can be interpreted as node values of the potential

(�i) and the right hand side represents a weighted mean of the source term
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over an interval around the node point xj . If the source term is constant,

df=dx = 0, or if f is distributed to the mesh points, f =
P
hfi�(x � xi),

the �nite di�erence and the �nite element method will produce identical

solutions.

Is it then necessary to perform this analysis to get the expression ob-

tained by the simple �nite di�erence method in Sec. 4.1? The �nite di�er-

ence scheme can be used in simple cases when global error estimates are

not important. The similarity between the methods rest on the choice of

basis functions, the strongly constrained source term and the simple ge-

ometry. With higher order polynomials, non-equidistant mesh or a more

complicated geometry, the �nite element formulation is preferable. It is

a robust method applicable to quite complicated equations and boundary

conditions. In addition to the numerical solution, regularity requirements

and global error estimates can be obtained.

4.3 Related methods

The �nite element and �nite di�erence methods are special cases in the

weighted residual technique. If the di�erential equation formally is written

using an operator D as D� = 0 a wide class of approximations can be found

by minimizing a norm of the approximation error, jjD�numjj. Several norms

or bilinear forms are possible.

The co-location method is like a FEM method using the L2 inner prod-

uct and Dirac's delta function �(x� x0) as test function. This way of local

evaluation has e.g. been used in the development of the trajectory inte-

gral methods used in P4. By using constant test functions for di�erential

equations containing a total divergence, i.e., in equations representing con-

served quantities, expressions for boundary uxes appear. A such �nite

volume method is tested in Sec. 6.4.5 for the conserved particles in phase

space (i.e., the Vlasov equation). Generalized Least square estimations is

another branch where
R


w jD�numj2 d
 is minimized over the numerical

degrees of freedom for a weight function w.

Several of these attempts to minimize the residual error will be used in

Chap. 6. The steps will be explained in detail later. At present it su�ce to

note that when general functions are replaced by �nite basis expansions, a

residual error appears in the di�erential equations. A wide class of approx-

imations can be found by constructing a measure of the residual error (a

norm) and minimizing it over the numerical degrees of freedom.
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4.4 Particle in cell simulations

So far only numerical methods for static problems have been described.

The plasma equations in Sec. 2 include time derivatives. Two di�erent

methods of including the dynamics are Fourier or eigenvalue methods and

time integrating techniques. The eigenvalue method is powerful in linear

systems or non-linear systems with few signi�cant harmonics. Only periodic

solutions are found and the transient solutions are lost. Alternatively it is

possible to formulate initial value problems and integrate in time. This kind

of numeric will contain all transient oscillations. The numerical integration

is performed by taking �nite time steps �t approximating (@=@t) in analogy

with the �nite di�erence method in spatial coordinates described in Sec. 4.1.

Several methods (e.g. Euler forward, Leapfrog and Runge Kutta) with

di�erent order and properties are possible.

The particle in cell codes (PIC), which generally are time integrating

Maxwell-Boltzmann solvers, can be described as particle models of the

plasma (Sec. 2.1) with few particles compared to the real system. The

particles are clustered into super particles having the same charge to mass

ratio as the real particles but with strongly increased mass. The plasma is

contained in a closed system with speci�ed boundary conditions and exter-

nal circuit. The PIC codes integrate in time the particle and �eld equations,

i.e., they solve initial and boundary value problems. In each time step the

PIC codes do the following:

1. Integrate the equations for the particle trajectories using the known

�elds.

2. Adjust for

� losses through the boundaries,

� particle injection at the boundaries,

� (scattering processes by Monte Carlo techniques).

3. Integrate the outer circuit equations.

4. Integrate the Maxwell equations using the particles as source terms

and the applied boundary conditions.

The Monte Carlo part is only included in Boltzman solvers, i.e., not in

Vlasov solvers.

From the viewpoint of numerics, PIC codes are rather Vlasov solvers

than particle descriptions. The huge number of constraints necessary to

cluster the real particles into super particles implies that the simulation not
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even approximately represents the real particle motion. Another objection

to the interpretation of the codes as particle codes is that the short-range

inter-particle correlations are suppressed if the �eld is required to be regular,

which is the case in the numerical representations. If the particles and

the spatial and temporal steps are chosen appropriately, a good Vlasov-

Maxwell solver is obtained. The discretization must resolve physical length

and time scales, but also prevent numerical problems such as instabilities

and scattering. The hierarchy of the plasma equations in Sec. 4 has a

counterpart in the numerical methods. The reintroduction of particles in

a solution of the Vlasov equation (i.e., without collisions), in fact gives

numerical scattering and di�usion in an unphysical manner. For practical

purposes this gives a lower limit of the number of super-particles, and it

inuences the choice of the spatial discretization.

If group velocities of relevant phenomena are small (@!=@k � c), the

�eld solver can be simpli�ed. The magnetic �eld is (nearly) static @B=@t =

0 ) r � E = 0. A curl free �eld (E) can be described by a scalar

potential (�), E = �r� and only Poisson's equation (Eqs. 2.3, 4.1)

�� = �
1

�0

X
particles

q��(r � r�) (4.21)

needs to be solved. The Greek letter � is used as particle index and the

letters i; j; k; : : : are used in sums concerning the basis functions and the

spatial discretization. Note that Eq. 4.21 often is found in electodynam-

ical formulations (using Coulomb gauge). In these cases E 6= �r�. No

time integration is needed in the electrostatic approximation, since the �eld

changes instantly to the static solution given by Eq. 4.21.

It is not evident how to interpret the Dirac sources in a �nite di�erence

method based on Taylor expansion techniques, but the variational formula-

tion introduced for the �nite elements in Sec. 4.2 turns out to be powerful.

The variational form of Eq. 4.21 (cf. Eq. 4.11)

Find � 2 V� such that
1

�0

X
�

(�; q��(r � r�)) = (�; �)a; 8� 2W (4.22)

or

Find � 2 V� such that
1

�0

X
�

�(r�)q� = (�; �)a; 8� 2W (4.23)

is unambiguous and easy to code. The integrated Dirac sources give a sum

of known function values �(ri). If \hat functions", �i, (Eq. 4.18) are used

to expand the solution and test spaces, this formulation is equivalent with
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solving the �nite di�erence equation with the charges linearly distributed

to the nearest grid points.

To calculate the force acting on the particles the �eld must be known in

every position and not only at the grid points. In a �nite di�erence method

a discrete di�erentiation and an interpolation rule must be used to get the

electric �eld and the forces. These methods can be chosen in di�erent ways.

In the variational formulation this ambiguity never accrues since the �eld is

de�ned everywhere, but also the variational formulation uses interpolations

(inner products) in the source calculation. What properties do the di�erent

methods have?

Study an in�nite system or a system with periodic boundary conditions

to avoid energy transfer from the outer circuit and to avoid particle energy

uxes through the boundary. The discrete function spaces Vh;Wh can now

be chosen as subspaces of H1(
) and the discrete potential has the form

� =
P
aj�j ; �j 2 Vh. The coe�cients aj are determined from the discrete

representation of Eq. 4.23

1

�0

X
�

�k(r�)q� =
X
j

(�k; �j)aaj ; 8�k 2 Wh; (4.24)

and the forces on the particles are obtained by di�erentiating the solution

� =
P
aj�j

F � = m� _v� = �q�
X

ajr�j(r�): (4.25)

The Lagrange function L and the Hamiltonian, H for the n-particles and

the electrostatic �eld, are given by

L(r1; : : : ; rn; _r1; : : : ; _rn; t) =
X
�

�
m� _r

2
�

2
� q��(r�)

�
+
�0

2

Z



(r�)2d3r

(4.26)

H(r1; : : : ; rn;p1; : : : ;pn; t) =
X
�

�
p
2
�

2m�

+ q��(r�)

�
�
�0

2

Z



(r�)2d3r;

(4.27)

where the canonical momenta to r� are p� = m� _r� in the absence of

magnetic �eld, and p2� = p� � p� . It can be shown that the �eld and force

equations (Eqs. 4.24 and 4.25) minimize the action integral
R
Ldt and that

the discrete model conserve the energy of the system, independent on the

geometry, the chosen discretization and basis functions [6]. The latter can

be checked by di�erentiating the discrete Hamiltonian

H =
X
�

2
4 p

2
�

2m�

+ q�

X
j

aj(t)�j(r�)

3
5� �0

2

Z



2
4X

j

aj(t)r�j

3
5
2

d
3
r (4.28)
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with respect to time, which gives

dH
dt

=

=
X
�

2
4
0
@ _p� + q�

X
j

ajr�j(r�)

1
A �

p�

m�

3
5 +

+
X
j

"
_aj
X
�

q��j(r�)

#
� �0

X
k

X
j

ak _aj(�k; �j)a = 0;

(4.29)

where the de�nition and the symmetry of (�; �)a are used. The �rst term,

the indirect derivative for the particles, disappears because of the choice of

force term in Eq. 4.25, and the second term, the partial derivative (@H=@t)
vanishes since the basis function �j also can be used as test functions in

Eq. 4.24, i.e., �j 2 Wh )
P

� q��j(r�) = �0

P
k ak(�k; �j)a. The discrete

variational representation thus conserve the energy in a closed system and

the class of methods using the force term in Eq. 4.25 are called energy

conserving particle in cell codes.

As mentioned above there are other possibilities of how to calculate the

forces on the particles, which all unfortunately fail in conserving the energy

of the system. Using the force term in Eq. 4.25, the force from a particle on

itself is not zero [6] and the particles can oscillate on the grid cells. Another

approach is to try to �nd the interpolation rule that eliminates the self-

forces, i.e., a momentum conserving scheme. The interpretation of the �eld

solver can be either the �nite di�erence or the �nite element description.

The mesh-de�ned potential is di�erentiated using �nite di�erence method

and the �eld strength at the particles is obtained by interpolating between

the node point values of E.

No scheme can be constructed such that it conserves both the energy

and the momentum of the system, but in the limit of many particles, small

grid spacing and more regular basis functions, the errors become small. For

practical purposes the violation of the momentum conservation introduces

numerical instabilities for large time steps, and the violation of the energy

conservation gives stochastic heating that becomes important for long sim-

ulations in closed systems. (Detailed description of these problems can be

found in Ref. [6] )

In the work behind the papers (P1, P3) the one dimensional electrostatic

code PDP1 [7] has been used. It can be run as a Vlasov or Bolzmann

solver, and the basis functions in the Poisson solver are \hat functions"

on an equidistant mesh, i.e., it roughly follows the description in Secs. 4.1-

4.4. The linear equation system in the Poisson-solver is solved using a

sparse direct solver described in the next section. PDP1 does not conserve
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the energy, but it can be run such that it eliminates the self-forces. The

potential from the Poison solver is used to determine the mesh de�ned �eld

by the symmetric �nite di�erence

Ei = �
�
�i+1 � �i+1

2h

�
(4.30)

on the interior points. The boundary �eld is calculated by asymmetric

di�erences of the mesh de�ned potentials plus the contribution from the

surface charges. The force on a particle at the position x� is determined by

linear interpolation of force values (q�Ei) on the nearest grid points, i.e.,

F� = q�

X
i

�i(x�)Ei: (4.31)

This force interpolating scheme conserve momentum, but to reduce numer-

ical scattering without increasing the number of particles, PDP1 can use

spatial �ltering of the source term in the �eld solver.

PDP1 is used without large modi�cations in the papers (P1, P3), and

it is run as a Vlasov solver with source �ltering to reduce the numerical

scattering. Only smaller changes of the code have been made. Some new

diagnostics have been added to determine time series or �ltered time se-

ries of di�erent velocity moments of the phase space distribution. New

initialization routines have also been written. The stationary background

charge pro�le can be chosen freely in the new version, and the initial phase

space distribution can be nearly arbitrary chosen. This makes it possible

to disturb the plasma and thereby gain information from the transients.

4.5 Numerical linear algebra

When using �nite di�erence or �nite element methods a linear equation

system Qa = b needs to be solved. The computational e�ort varies be-

tween di�erent methods and an overview of the algorithms is appropriate.

The heavy computation requirement is the major reason why 1-dimensional

PIC-codes are still frequently used. This section does not aim at covering

the topic. What I wish to demonstrate is that the solving of linear equa-

tion systems is a non-trivial and important �eld of numerics. Several of the

methods presented below have also been used, as indicated in the end of

this section.

The sti�ness matrix Qji = (�j ; �i)a has most zeros with the use of \hat

functions" (Eqs. 4.18, 4.19) and it is symmetric positive de�nite. If general

functions with global support had been used in expanding the test and
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Table 4.1: The storage needs and the number of arithmetic operations in some

numerical methods. The mesh has nd node points in d dimensions. The table

entries are � if the storage requirements or the number of arithmetic operations

is O(n�). E.g., the gradient method (GM) in 3D requires O(n5) operations to

solve Qa = b and O(n3) memory positions (Band) to store the working area. The

acronyms for the methods are explained in the text.

Storage Arithmetic operations

# nodes Full Band LU1 GE BC ND GM CG PCG MG

1D, n 2 1 1 3, 2 1, 1 -, - - - - -

2D, n2 4 2 3 6, 4 4, 3 3, 2.5 4 3 2.5 2

3D, n3 6 3 5 9, 6 7, 5 6, 4 5 4 3.5 3

solution spaces a full matrix had resulted. With the use of orthogonal

basis functions with respect to the inner product (�; �)a, a (trivially solved)

diagonal equation system is obtained. It is not simple to use an orthogonal

basis, since the computational cost for integration becomes large, but with

a local basis, sparse equation systems are obtained using relatively cheap

integration. The sparseness and the symmetry of Q can also be used to

�nd fast solution algorithms.

The classical way of solving linear equation systems is the use of suc-

cessive eliminations using row operations. This Gaussian elimination with

a full matrix is computational expensive and better methods must be used.

A 3-dimensional problem with 100� 100� 100 grid cells requires a storage

of � 1012 real numbers and it requires � 1018 oating point operations

using a full Gaussian elimination solver. This is the requirement in one

single time step of a hypothetical PIC-code. The solution for the plasma

system is far from reachable by this method!

In Tab. 4.1 the required storage and the number of arithmetic opera-

tions in some numerical methods are given. The mesh is assumed to give

a factor n of unknowns for each new dimension, i.e., the mesh has nd node

points in d dimensions. A brief explanation of the methods is given below.

The asymptotic number of non-zero elements in Q is shown in the column

denoted by \Band". If only the non-zero elements are stored also the 3D

example above can be stored in a tabletop workstation. This requires it-

erative solvers that will be explained below. \Direct" methods solve the

system using row operations for successive elimination of the elements in

the matrix. The Gaussian Elimination (GE), Band-Cholesky (BC), and the

Nested Dissection (ND) are examples of direct solvers. The row operations

can equivalently be described by a LU-factorization and a substitution. The
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lower and upper triangular matrices L;U with Q = LU are calculated and

the substitution, formally written a = U
�1(L�1b), is performed. The left

�gure in Tab. 4.1 for the three direct methods (GE, BC, ND) gives the order

of the factorization and the right �gure gives the order of the substitution

phase. Since PIC-codes need repeated solutions and the basis functions

are time invariant, the factorization can be made in an initialization phase.

Only the substitution phase does then impact on the computational e�orts.

BC and ND take advantage of the sparseness of Q. The matrices Q

are banded, i.e., the non-zero elements are in a band around the main

diagonal. The performance of sparse methods is strongly dependent on the

band width b, de�ned by

ji� jj � b ) Qij = 0 (4.32)

Note that there is not an equivalence in Eq. 4.32. The band can (and nor-

mally does) contain elements that are zero. The bandwidth of the sti�ness

matrix is determined by the numbering of grid points. If the points are

numbered layer-, column-, row- wise the bandwidths are 2 (1D), n+1 (2D)

and n2 + 1 (3D). During the LU-factorization the bands are �lled by non-

zero elements. The storage requirement in BC, \LU1", is thus larger than

the original number of non-zero elements \Band". BC take advantage of

the small band, and that Q is symmetric positive de�nite. ND is a more

complicated numbering of the node points. If basis functions with support

in a given region are placed as close as possibly in the enumeration, a ma-

trix with smaller band is obtained and the computational e�orts can be

reduced. The factorization requires a smaller storage then \LU1". In the

table it is evident that sparse direct solvers have good performance in 1D

so the more complicated methods are not presented for 1D.

Another Poisson solver worth mentioning is the fast Poisson solver

(FPS). It is often used in 2D problems. In simple geometries the eigenval-

ues � and the eigenfunctions �� to the Laplace operator (��� � ��� = 0)

are known. In Cartesian coordinates the eigenfunctions are sine and co-

sine functions. The eigenvalues � and the eigenvectors a� of the discrete

problem Qa� � �a� = 0 are closely related to the continuous quantities at

the node points. Since the spectral information of Q is analytically known,

a fast algorithm can be constructed in the eigenspace. A sparse matrix

transfers the equation to the eigenspace representation which takes O(n2)
operations. In the eigensystem the solution is found using the fast Fourier

transform in O(n2log(n)) operations. The obtained eigenspace solution is

transformed back using O(n2) operations. Totally the solution is obtained

in O(n2log(n)) steps. Only the (complicated) multi-grid method (MG) is

faster.
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Iterative methods take advantage of the fact that Q is positive de�-

nite and symmetric. The solution to the equation system is found as the

minimum of

G(a) =
1

2
a
T
Qa� a

T
b: (4.33)

Calculations of G(a) can be made using only the non-zero elements in Q and

the storage requirement is thus limited to the column \Band" in Tab. 4.1.

The gradient method (GM) searches in the direction of the gradient raG.

The step length is optimally chosen using Taylor terms in G to the sec-

ond order. In the quadratic minimization above, the Hessian matrix of G,

[@G=(@ai@aj)], is Q and the step is in fact optimal. The gradient method

requires O(nd�) operations, where d is the dimension of the problem and

� is condition number of the matrix, which has an asymptotic behavior

� � n
2. This method can be made faster if each new search direction is

orthogonal to the previous one. This orthogonal searching or conjugate

gradient method (CG) requires O(nd
p
�) = O(nd+1) operations. To speed

up the algorithm even more a system with reduced condition number of the

matrix is constructed. If a sparse matrix E with �(ET
QE)� �(Q) can be

found, the searching can be made in the transformed system. The process

of reducing the condition number is called preconditioning, and the total

method is called preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG). Since

the matrix E often is found by performing a few steps in a direct method,

the PCG is often named, the Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient al-

gorithm.

The iterative methods can be used with a simple numbering of the node

points and the algorithms can sometimes be found in numerical libraries.

In PIC codes the �eld should be repeatedly calculated. If the potential in

the previous time step is used as seed in an iterative method, the seed is

close to the new solution if the time step is small enough.

The last method, the Multi grid method (MG), requires recursive pro-

gramming. The method is optimal since the order of the arithmetic oper-

ations is the same as the order of unknowns! Without exactly de�ning the

algorithm it can roughly be described as a recursive gradient method. The

solution for a very coarse grid can be calculated by GE in few operations.

By combining recursive re�ning of the grid and smoothing by gradient steps

this fast algorithm is obtained.

The presented overview has made it clear that the Poisson solver is im-

portant for the performance of PIC-codes. The arithmetic operations in the

particle part of a PIC code are growing linearly with the number particles

np. The number of particles need to be \a few" per grid cell to make the

statistical representation justi�ed, i.e., np = O(nd). To summarize, each

time step in a PIC code requires O(nd + n
�) operations, where � is given
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in Tab. 4.1. The operations in the particle part is normally small in higher

dimensions but it dominates in 1D codes.

The overview does to some extent explain why the 1D PIC-codes still are

frequently used. It is computational expensive to solve 2D and 3D problems

using standard Poisson solvers. Faster methods are possible but these are

often not standardized. A fast Poisson solver needs the eigenvalues to the

physical problem. For each new geometry or partition a new solver must

be written which limits the portability. The multi grid method integrates

the partition of the domain and the linear equation solver in one algorithm,

which reduces the portability. A lot of programming skills and e�orts are

needed to implement these methods. Even with the best algorithms the

computational e�orts grow linearly with the number of grid-points.

In the end of this section it could be interesting to see where these dif-

ferent algorithms are used. The PIC code PDP1 [7] (used in P1, P3) uses a

sparse LU-decomposition in the Poisson solver, since this it is e�cient and

simple to use in one dimension. In 2D PIC-codes the FPS is frequently used

as it is much faster than direct methods. The static Poisson-Bolzmann so-

lution in P3 (Eq. 3) is a nonlinear problem. The solution is found by a �nite

di�erence method with a sparse Newton Raphson solver, closely related to

the sparse gradient method (see Sec. 6.1 for an analogous treatment using

FEM). The dynamic equation in P3 (Eq. 6) is solved by a �nite element

method and sparse LU-decompositions.

4.6 Numerical integration

Numerical integration, or quadrature as it is normally referred, is a nec-

essary building-block in most numerical schemes. The di�erent numerical

methods presented later on in the thesis, contain integrals in the �nal ex-

pressions that need to be solved. In this section numerical integration of

analytic functions in one dimension is presented as this is the simplest (but

still very useful) example. The more speci�c treatment of surface integrals

in �nite element applications is discussed later in Sec. 6.4.6, and special

non-analytic integrands in the trajectory integral method is given in con-

nection to its presentation in Sec. 6.5.6.

Any one-dimensional integral can be mapped to the unit interval [0; 1]

throughZ b

a

g(x0)dx0 = (b� a)

Z 1

0

g(a+ (b� a)x)dx �
Z 1

0

f(x)dx; (4.34)

and for a set of grid points this mapping can be performed for each sub

interval. It thus su�ces to study the unit interval to capture all possible
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integrals. The intervals are often called the �nite elements (K) in analogy

to the triangles or quadrates introduced later on for surfaces. As already

seen in the introductory �nite element section (Sec. 4.2) the basis functions

as �i(x) have support covering more than one element. A �rst step in the

calculations is thus to divide all grid based basis functions (e.g., �i) into

�nite element based basis functions �iK according to

�i =
X
K

�iK ; (4.35)

where �iK have support only on K. In this case they have the shapes x

and 1� x on the unit element respectively.

Except for some bookkeeping all integration consequently boils down toR 1
0
f(x)dx which is approximated by a �nite sum

Z 1

0

f(x)dx =
X
i

wif(xi); (4.36)

where the weights (wi) and evaluation points xi remain to be determined.

There are two main possibilities to determine the summation rule: The �rst

is Romberg's method in which the points follow the equidistant partition

xi = 2�ni; i = 0; : : : ;m � 1; m = 2n + 1. The advantage with this

quadrature is that a low-level method (small n) can be re�ned successively

by halving intervals until the remaining error is acceptable. In Tab. 4.2

the �rst Romberg coe�cients are shown. The Box method in the n = �1
line does not really �t into the process of interval halving but it still is the

natural step below the Trapeze rule. The re�nements for higher n (> 2)

can be found in any numerical textbook but no higher order method is used

for the calculations in the present thesis.

While the Romberg's scheme has the advantage of allowing for succes-

sive re�nement, it is not optimal. Using m freely chosen points xi and

m weights, the number of degrees of freedom is su�cient to integrate a

polynomial of degree 2m� 1 exactly, which clearly is not the general case

for Romberg's method. The second alternative is the optimally chosen

quadrature, called Gaussian quadrature, where the points and weights are

the formal solution to the non-linear equation system

mX
i=1

wix
j
i =

Z
x
j
dx; j = 0; : : : ; 2m� 1 (4.37)

guaranteeing exact evaluation of polynomials of degrees up to 2m� 1. In

practice the integral is mapped to the interval [�1; 1] and then the points
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Table 4.2: Presentation of weights and evaluation points in the lowest order

Romberg method on I = [0; 1] (upper half) and in the lowest order Gauss-

Legendre quadrature on I = [�1; 1] (lowe half). The leftmost column gives the

order r of the highest order polynomial wich can be integrated exactly. Except

for the equivalentm = 1 cases, the Gauss-Legendre quadratures are more e�cient

than the Romberg methods.

n;m name xi wi r

-1,1 Box 1=2 1 1

0,2 Trapeze (0; 1) (1,1)/2 1

1,3 Simpsson (0; 1; 2)=2 (1,4,1)/6 3

2,5 5p Romberg (0; 1; 2; 3; 4)=4 (14,64,24,64,14)/180 5

m=1 Gauss-Legendre 0 2 1

m=2 Gauss-Legendre (�1; 1)=
p
3 (1,1) 3

m=3 Gauss-Legendre (�1; 0; 1)
p
3=5 (5,8,5)/9 5

m Gauss-Legendre Pm(xi) = 0 2m-1

are found as the zeros for the Legendre polynomial of degreem, Pm(x). The

lowest order weights and zeros are tabulated in the lower half of Tab. 4.2.

This process can be generalized to �nd the optimal points xi to the

modi�ed expression with a weight function W (x)Z
I

W (x)f(x)dx =
X
i

wif(xi) (4.38)

as the zeros to the polynomial of degree m in the orthogonal polynomial

series on the interval I with weight function W (x). The Gauss-Legendre

quadrature is thus only a special case (W � 1; I = [�1; 1]) in a series of

Gauss' methods. None of these are used in the calculations presented here.

The reason for introducing them is that I believe it is possible to reduce

numerical errors and increase the e�ciency in some cases by rewrite some

parts of the codes using Gussian quadrature. It is especially interesting to

move singular (or non-regular) parts of the integrand into an analytically

known weight function. It then su�ce to resolve the remaining irregularities

in f when adapting the computational mesh.

It is worth noting that f(x) [but not W (x)] must have su�ciently many

de�ned and regular derivatives to make the remainders small. A low or-

der method with densely packed grid-points may perform better than a

higher order scheme if low order derivatives do not exist. Both Romberg's
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and Gauss' methods are developed for analytic functions, i.e. for Taylor

expandable functions.
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Chapter 5

Background and summary

of papers

Beam plasma interactions were investigated in detail during the 1960's.

Both warm and cold plasma models were used in homogeneous plasmas and

in �nite geometries. An overview of stability issues and �nite cylindrical

dimensions with associated boundary problems was given by Briggs 1964 in

Ref. [8]. Apel (1968) studied the cold beam plasma case with in�nitely long

magnetized plasma, contained in a conducting cylinder, and he provided

numerical dispersion diagrams [9]. Wave modes in a rest frame are Doppler

shifted in other rest frames. A stationary plasma supports Langmuir waves

and a beam supports similar waves in the beam rest frame, i.e., beam waves.

The beam waves are Doppler shifted and a slow and a fast space charge

wave, slightly slower and faster than the beam drift, are expected to be

seen in the laboratory frame. But in a beam-plasma system these modes

are mixed. The transition from the beam- and plasma- roots to the fused

beam-plasma roots was shown by O'Neil and Malmberg 1968 [4].

None of these studies had �nite length in the propagation direction of

the waves, neither did they include inhomogeneities in the stationary so-

lution. Inclusion of �nite length and nontrivial external circuits have been

more frequent after the introduction of PIC-codes, but already 1944 Pierce

showed that the external circuit has important impact on the stability of

a bounded plasma system [10]. The feedback through the external circuit

can cause instability, e.g., for an electron beam with �xed (and homoge-

neous) ion background there is an instability if a critical length is exceeded.

The unstable slow space charge wave, presented in Sec. 3.2, represents a

convective instability. The introduction of a �nite length of the system and

37
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a possible feedback in the outer circuit, may turn this instability absolute,

i.e., the �eld amplitude will grow at a �xed point in the laboratory rest-

frame. More recent results are found in [11, 12, 13, 14] and an overview of

bounded plasma systems is given by Kuhn in [15].

5.1 P1: Electric �eld spikes formed by elec-

tron beam-plasma interaction in plasma

density gradients

At the time when P1 was written, localized hf spikes had been found on

the high potential side in double layer experiments in the laboratory [16].

After P1 was written also other authors have made similar experiments on

localized waves in density gradients [17, 18, 19]. Double Layers are local

space charge structures separating a low and a high potential part of the

plasma. Electrons on the low potential side are accelerated in to the high

potential regions where waves are exited through beam-plasma interactions.

Double layers are time varying laminar structures surrounded by turbulence

produced by emerging particle beams, and time-resolved measurements are

needed to see the spike. To obtain a more quiet plasma the experimental

setup was change by the use of a hot cathode as electron source instead

of the double layer. Electrons are accelerated in a cathode sheath that

develops self-consistently. Also in this experiment local hf structures were

observed. These �eld structures and PIC simulations, reproducing some of

the experimental results, were reported in [20].

The paper P1 is a more extended version of the same topic as in [20].

More detailed simulations are performed and ideas behind the formation

of the spike are discussed. Both in the experiment and in the simulations

a narrow region of standing waves surrounded by regions dominated by

travelling waves is seen. The hf spike appears in the density gradient of

the plasma cathode sheath. One of the ideas is that the excited beam

waves and plasma waves, travelling in the beam direction, are reected

when entering a more dense plasma. The other idea is that the waves are

non-linearly scattered through a parametric process, which includes the

electron waves and ion-acoustic waves. Since no spike is seen in simulations

with homogeneous plasma the reection mechanism is preferred. The spike

digs a density cavity by the ponderomotive force, but the spike is not a

result of the cavity since it appears long before the cavity is formed. The

high amplitude backward wave is strongly damped when entering less dense

plasma. The wave-particle momentum transfer is seen as localized intense

acceleration of particles, \phase space eruptions", and the strong damping
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contributes to the localization of the hf structure.

5.2 P2: Flexible simple-pole expansion of dis-

tribution functions

In \collisionless" plasmas the velocity distribution can deviate from the

Maxwellian f � exp(�v2=(2v2t )). The high-energy tail is lost at the anode

sheath in the simulations, and in the experiment described in P1 we had

reason to believe that there were similar losses. If the phase space is empty

in the velocity region of the slow space charge wave, an increased growth

rate is expected. This increased growth was one possible explanation for

the observed spatial growth of the electric �eld in the hf spikes.

To test the hypothesis of increased spatial growth, it was necessary to

derive dispersion relations for non-Maxwellian distributions. A parameteri-

zation technique was therefore developed in P2. Expansion methods for the

Maxwellian plasma dispersion function are known. By expanding the distri-

bution function instead of the plasma dispersion function non-equilibrium

plasmas can be modeled. The expansion should make it possible to in-

crease or suppress the distribution in some region, and to cover plasmas in

equilibrium states the Maxwellian distribution should be a limiting case.

By generalizing the resonance distribution (used in e.g. [8]) a simple

pole expansion with the Maxwellian as a limiting case was constructed. To

modify the distribution, analog �lter characteristics can be introduced. By

adding di�erent distribution with di�erent �lters a wide class of distribu-

tions is covered. Distributions based on simple pole expansion have control

of all converging moments since the moments can be calculated by residue

theory.

The paper includes analytical investigations in the high and the low

phase velocity region for electrostatic homogeneous wave modes. Compar-

isons are made with the kappa (or Generalized Lorentzian) distribution

both by analytical methods and by numerical calculations. A numerical

example which includes a cut in the high velocity tail and a beam is shown.

As expected the growth rate for the slow space charge wave increases by

the suppression of the tail. The Landau damping of the Langmuir waves is

strongly reduced.

It is here satisfying to note that other authors have used this simple-

pole technique. Nakamura and Hoshino have a (later) publication in which

One-over-polynomial approximations are used [21]. The material in this

paper is likely developed independently on P2.
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5.3 P3: Interacting eigenmodes of a plasma

diode with a density gradient

In the previous sections and in P1 and P2, ideas about strong growth in the

absence of resonant electrons and a reection mechanism were introduced.

No measurements of the distribution function have been made and the

reection is not motivated in detail. These two questions were the starting

point for P3.

The electron distribution function was measured and it was found to

be non-Maxwellian. To model the wave reection in the gradient the uid

model for stationary electrons and no beam was solved numerically. The

calculations included the static electric �eld near the electrodes and the

inhomogeneous densities. The ion density was given and rigid, and the

electron density ne was consistent with Poisson's equation and the Boltz-

mann relation ne = np exp[e(� � �p)=(kBTe)], where np is the electron

density at plasma potential �p. This static problem was solved by a �nite

di�erence method on a non-equidistant mesh (see. Sec. 6.1 for an analogue

description using FEM) and the ac behavior was modeled by uid equa-

tions. The time variation is harmonic and the spatial dependence is found

by a �nite element method with adaptive grid size.

The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the electric �eld in a PIC-simulation

was also calculated. The �eld was strongly localized spatially and in fre-

quency at two positions [(x1; !1); (x2;� 2!1)]. The higher frequency coin-

cided with the position x2 of the hf spike. The uid model can qualitatively

explain the location of the spike, spatially and in frequency. The frequen-

cies represent eigenmodes in a short-circuited diode. Also the amplitudes

of the spike obtained from the eigenmode model and the PIC-simulation

agree when the two have the same outer circuit current.

The amplitude and strong spatial inhomogeneity of the �eld amplitude

in the simulations could though not be explained as the result of a convec-

tive instability in homogeneous systems using distribution functions with

suppressed tails. The hypothesis which led to the development of the pa-

rameterization technique in P2 could be rejected. It is thus concluded here

that it is the density gradient, which is the important factor in the creation

of hf spikes and the beam mainly acts as an energy pump feeding the uid

eigenmodes. Contrarily, by using the re�ned techniques developed later in

P4, some linear electric �eld solutions have patterns that are dominated by

propagating waves, and in these, the �eld follows an exponential growth

as for the convective beam-plasma instability in homogeneous media. As

far as standing waves are dominant though, the trapped Langmuir wave

description is satisfying.
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The simpli�ed uid model does not determine the current amplitude

and the coupling mechanism between the two resonances. Two ideas for

amplitude saturation are discussed. Non-linear tuning could determine the

amplitude if the frequencies are locked by a matching condition. Another

likely explanation for the amplitude saturation is that the low dc electron

density close to the cathode can limit the total ac current, and thus also

the amplitudes in the diode. Within the uid model the ac density and the

ac �eld depends linearly on the total current in the diode. Since the region

near the cathode has highly non-linear waves, a strong coupling of the two

eigenmodes is possible here.

The hf spike inuences the ions through the ponderomotive force. The

ion pro�le changes on the ion time scale. Since the eigenmodes are strongly

dependent on the density pro�le, the density changes can explain why the

spike moves back and forth on the ion time scale in the experiments [P1].

5.4 P4: Kinetic longitudinal eigenmodes for

an inhomogeneous plasma diode with re-

solved sheath using a Landau analogy

The inhomogeneous uid model in P3 can be used to �nd the frequency, the

position of the electric �eld maximum and the amplitude of the oscillations,

but it fails in reproducing the local character of the spike. The uid model

does not include resonant damping as the Landau damping, neither does

it include the driving instability in the beam-plasma interaction, or the

gradual reection of the electrons in the anode and cathode sheaths.

The two frequencies in the simulation (P3) represent two separately

unstable modes or perhaps one unstable mode that feeds energy to the

other through non-linear interactions in the cathode sheath. By including

resonant damping in the modeling and a kinetic beam it should be possible

to analyze this kind of questions. The gradual reection could perhaps give

a stronger localization, since particles with di�erent energies have di�erent

transit times in the sheaths and thus give a phase mixing in the moments

of the distribution function when a coherent perturbation disperse in the

sheaths.

To answer this type of questions di�erent types of kinetic models were

developed. The �rst methods tried to solve the Vlasov equation using

numerical methods for uids applied to the phase space (Chap. 6). Di�erent

�nite element techniques and �nite volume methods were tested. Some of

them could model a kinetic beam but they all failed in some aspects to

model an electron population trapped in a static diode potential. The
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failures can shortly be understood as a result of an attempt to impose

higher degree of regularity in the discrete representation than expected in

the true solution. Some of the methods work in the beam population since

the true perturbed beam distribution posses a high degree of regularity.

The perturbed phase space solution for trapped particles is singular

at energies for particles with a circulation time in the diode equal to an

integer number of inverse wave frequencies. This singularity is analogous

to the Landau singularity of resonant particles with velocity v equal to the

phase velocity of a wave !=k in a homogenous medium. To handle this

singularity correctly in the codes it is necessary to either allow for very low

regularity in the discrete representation of the distribution function or to

eliminate the distribution function analytically from the formulation. It is

an open question if the �rst method can be practically implemented. The

latter alternative is a possible approach and it is used in P4.

An advantage with this approach is that the resulting equations resem-

ble the dispersion relation in homogeneous plasmas. The equations are

formally quite similar, but it is quite another task to really solve the in-

homogeneous dispersion relations. The solutions can not any longer be

represented as points in (!; k)-space, since the eigenmodes corresponding

to a given ! represent a mixture of oscillations at di�erent wavelength with

di�erent relative phases. It is here simpler to illustrate the electric �eld

solution in ordinary space, E1(!; x).

A quite unexpected result in P4 is also that the singularity in phase

space, which normally disappears by the velocity integration in the mo-

ments, remains in the real space for inhomogeneous systems. Singular space

charge structures can form and they give rise to corners in the electric �eld.

P4 focuses on how to perform eigenmode analysis in strongly inhomoge-

neous systems and no detailed tests using the methods have yet been done

to check the hypothesis concerning the hf spikes. These questions must

unfortunately be left unanswered in this thesis.



Chapter 6

Linearized kinetic solvers

Stability analysis of a bounded diode system with an outer circuit requires

a kinetic treatment of the plasma component as well as a connection to

the outer circuit. The kinetic description must also incorporate inhomo-

geneities in the zeroth order solution to capture reections of waves in

gradients. These requirements made the starting point in an extended and

time consuming search for suitable numerical schemes, that ended with the

fourth publication. In this chapter both successful methods and failures

are presented. The process of re�nement of the techniques step by step

gave more information of the di�culties hidden in bounded Vlasov-Poisson

systems. The aim is to clearly indicate here why some schemes do not work

properly. There are two reasons for including the less successful methods:

The �rst is, as already mentioned, a way to introduce the di�culties in a

natural way, and to present properties of the diode system. The second

reason is that by generalizing these methods, by including di�usion terms

(e.g., a collision term) it is expected to �nd better numerical performance.

There are possibly also methods to solve several of the arising problems

by smaller modi�cations. For anyone, interested in continuing the present

work, this chapter is the only existing documentation of the tests made.

Linearized equations are based on the idea of small deviations from

an average or equilibrium solution. Before entering the main topic, the

wave-solution of a diode, the solution procedure for the static variables is

given in Sec. 6.1. Two examples that will be used later on in illustrating

the di�erent methods are also presented. This zeroth order solver works

properly, and it has been used for the Bolzmann distributed electrons in P3,

the numerical examples in the present chapter as well as for the distribution

with truncated tails in P4.

Harmonic time variation of the small amplitude wave solutions must

43
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be connected to an initial value description to ensure the causality of the

obtained solution. Some guidelines of how this \Landau analogy" can be

found in our quite complex system are then reported in 6.2. This initial

value method can be applied to every variational formulation in the subsec-

tions 6.4.1-6.4.3, but to reduce the complexity in these descriptions and to

get a good overview of the numerical methods, this technique is described

in general terms in a single section.

Some general properties of the bounded diode system, and the notation

common to all method-sections (6.4.1-6.4.3) are also described in a separate

section, 6.3.

6.1 Equilibrium solution

The equilibrium potential pro�le is assumed to have one single maximum,

�max = 50 V, somewhere in the region with homogeneous ion density, and

it is speci�ed at the left cathode (x = 0) �cat = �100 V and at the right

anode (x = L = 0:2 m) �ano = 0 V. The pro�le is then possible to determine

if the ion pro�le and the electron distribution function at �max are given.

All the variables can then be normalized using the maximum ion density

n
0
max = 1 � 1015m�3, the maximum velocity of an electron released at the

cathode vb and the fundamental constants �0; e;me,

n
0
max � 1

vb =
p
2e(�max � �cat)=me � 1;� 5vt

�0 � 1

e � 1

me � 1;

(6.1)

to simplify the notation. This normalization will be use throughout the

chapter except where the units are explicitly spelled out.

Two di�erent equilibrium examples will be used. The �rst is a Maxwellian

distribution � expf�v2=(2v2t )g, (< v
2
t >�10 eV), with a cuto� at the en-

ergy corresponding to the escape energy at the anode, and an ion den-

sity with an extended gradient as in the previously reported hf-spike cases

[16, 20, 22, 23], (Fig. 6.1). The second example has the same ion-pro�le but

there is also a free electron population injected at the cathode. The total

dc current is 20 Am�2 with mean drift velocity v0d = 0:3 (13.5 eV) and tem-

perature vtb = 0:04 (< v
2
tb >�0.48 eV) at the injection point. The beam

distribution is cut outside the interval 0:1 < v < 0:5, i.e., at v0d�5vtb in the

calculations. With these parameters, the background and beam densities in

the homogeneous part become np = 0:983 and nb = 0:017 respectively. The
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beam parameters have been chosen to make it possible to display readable

meshes for both the beam and the background plasma in the same �gures.

There are two equally motivated ways to solve the static Vlasov-Poisson

system. The �rst is to incorporate only the plasma component in the �rst

example and both populations in the beam-plasma example. This gives self-

consistent solutions in the both cases. The second alternative is to solve the

beam-plasma system self-consistently and use the obtained plasma compo-

nent in the �rst beam-free example. This method, which is used here, has

the advantage of being additive. The currents and charges from the beam

and plasma components can be added and compared with the beam-plasma

solution. The e�ects from the coupling of the two systems can be separated

from e�ects depending on the changed potential pro�le. The drawback is

of course that the beam-free example is not exactly self-consistent. The

solution is as if the beam electrons were frozen, but contributing to the

zeroth order potential pro�le. Since the beam-density is relatively low, no

major changes between the two solutions are expected.

The numerical solution technique for the Poisson's equation with a

given source contribution is simple and well documented, but some notes

are appropriate in the case where the source term depends on the po-

tential. The distribution function was given as function of the total en-

ergy, f0(W ) = f
0(v2=2 � �) and it is straightforward to determine the

electron density, n0(�) =
R
f
0(v2=2 � �)dv, and its derivative (n0)0(�) =R �

df
0(v2=2� �)=d�

�
dv by Simpson quadrature and �nite di�erences. These

variables are preferably stored in an interpolation table, since the charge

density � = nion(x) � (n0) and its derivative �;� = �(n0)0 need to be cal-

culated many times. The full non-linear problem that needs to be solved is

now

r2
�(x) = ��(x; �(x)); (6.2)

subject to the boundary condition �(0) = �cat and �(L) = �ano. This must

be solved with a combined method: A �nite element (�nite di�erence)

method for the di�erential equation, and an iterative method to capture

the non-linearity in �(x; �(x)). The algorithm is easiest described using

stepwise linear basis functions, �j (cf. Eq. 4.18) spanning the solution

�(x) =
P

j �j�j , on the discretization 0 = x0; : : : ; xn = L. Let also the

charge density be described by a linear interpolation between the node point

values �j � �(xj ; �(xj)), i.e., �(x) =
P

j �j�j . The non-linear equation

system in the unknown node point potentials �k, obtained from Galerkin

FEM (cf. Sec. 6.4.1) with strongly imposed boundary conditions is then
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Figure 6.1: The equilibrium solution for the second example, where the distri-

bution function is a combination of a truncated Maxwellian with a temperature

of 10 eV for the full distribution and a beam with parameters described in the

text. The electron densities (a) for the plasma (np) and for the beam (10nb), the

potential in (b) and the electric �eld in (c) are calculated as the self-consistent

solution to the static Vlasov and Poisson's equations. The prescribed ion den-

sity pro�le (nion) in (a), the distribution function at the potential maximum and

the electrode potentials in (b) are given as inputs. The last panel (d) shows the

deviation between the trial potential �i(x) and the potential obtained by solving

Poisson's equation for the charge density �(x; �i(x)) (i.e., A�1�), after the �nal

iteration.
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�j = 0, j = 0; : : : ; n, where

�j =
X
k

[Ajk�k �Bjk�(xk; �(xk))]� �j1�cat � �jn�ano; j; k = 0; : : : ; n

(6.3)

and the matrices A and B are de�ned as

Ajk =

8>><
>>:

R L
0

d�j
dx

d�k
dx
dx; j = 1; : : : ; n� 1; k = 0; : : : ; n

1 j = 1

1 j = n

0 otherwise

; (6.4)

Bjk =

� R L
0
�j�kdx; j = 1; : : : ; n� 1; k = 0; : : : ; n

0 otherwise
: (6.5)

The error vector for the trial potential �i in iteration i is then �
i
j =

�j(�
i) with the natural global L2 measure �itot =

P
j;k �

i
j�
i
k

R L
o
�j�kdx.

The straightforward solution obtained by minimizing �tot by the gradient

method, �i+1k = �
i
k � �@�tot=@�k for some step length �, turns out to be

very slowly converging. Loosely speaking the error vector emphasizes the

error in the derivatives in r2
�
i but suppress the more fundamental error

of breaking the charge neutrality in the interior part of the diode. The

corrections slowly di�uses into the diode with a speed of about a grid-point

per iteration. The error vector must capture the global error and couple the

node points in a more e�cient way. This can be obtained by minimizing

the new error measure eitot =
P

j;k e
i
je
i
k

R L
o
�j�kdx, where e

i = A
�1
�
i is the

deviation between the trial potential �i(x) and the potential obtained by

solving Poisson's equation for the charge density �(x; �i(x)), see Fig. 6.1(d).

This modi�ed gradient method is robust but still slowly converging.

Contrarily to the gradient method, a Newton-Raphson (NR) technique

converges very fast if the initial guess is close to the true solution, but it

often diverges if the guess is poor. The initial potential can be a very good

approximation in an adaptive method, where a coarse mesh, step by step

is re�ned in regions with high curvature of the solution, by using interpola-

tion in the coarse solution as seed in the next re�ned representation. The

stability of the method can also be guarantied by just going the optimal

step in the search direction. A such Newton-Raphson iteration step with

optimal step length �

�
i+1
k = �

i
k � �

X
j

�
J
i
��1
kj
�
i
j ; (6.6)
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is easy to perform, since the Jacobian matrix is known,

J
i
jk �

"
@�

i
j

@�k

#
= Ajk +Bjk�

i
kn

0
;�; (no summation in k); (6.7)

and the step length can be found by minimizing etot along the direction

given by [J i]�1�i with, e.g., the golden ratio method.

All these di�erent steps aiming at a numerical solution for the non-linear

static Vlasov-Poisson system, can be summarized in a pseudo-code:

1. Calculate the interpolation tables for n0(�) and (n0)0(�).

2. Initiate the potential pro�le � on a coarse mesh. (Nearly anything

works.)

3. Loop until the discretization is �ne enough to locally resolve the cur-

vature of the solution.

� Calculate the sparse matrices A and B.

� Loop for the NR steps until the remaining non-linear error is

acceptable, etot < emax.

{ Calculate �i, J i and eitot.

{ Loop a few steps for the step length � by the golden ratio

method to ensure that the error, etot, decreases.

� For each trial � recalculate the temporary variables �i+1=2,

�
i+1=2 and e

i+1=2
tot , by making a NR step.

{ end-loop

{ perform (or recover) the NR step for the \optimal" �.

� end-loop

� Re�ne the grid locally if needed, but limit the growth rate of the

grid point density to ensure a good starting guess in the next NR

loop. A limit factor of 4 for each new re�nement has worked

�ne.

� Interpolate to get the new trial potential from the old coarser

grid.

4. end-loop

These calculations can be done to any given accuracy since the time

consumption is negligible compared to the time consumption in the heavy

calculations for the linearized dynamic equations. The solutions for the two

examples are illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
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Let us now accept the static solution as given and turn to the main

topic of this chapter, how to handle the linearized system of wave equations.

The equations for the waves will be given for electrons, but multiple species

plasmas with particles of other charge and mass can be included without

introducing any additional di�culties.

6.2 Initial-value formulation

In the numerical methods that are presented in this chapter the temporal

behavior of the variables will be of the form e
i!t. The question is then

which of the modes obtained that represent eigenmodes in analogy with

eigenmodes in spatially homogeneous plasmas according to the Landau pre-

scription [3] (cf. Sec. 3.1). Kuhn shows how to handle this by the use of

Laplace transforms both in space and in time [12]. By the use of spatial

transforms he includes the boundary conditions in a natural way, but the

method is restricted to thin sheaths for the reection of the particles and

to regions free from static �elds. It is thus not appropriate to handle ex-

tended gradients with gradual reection of the particles, and nonzero �eld

by Kuhn's method. The methods in this paper resolve the sheaths and

the boundary conditions in the spatial representation and they include the

static �eld. Nevertheless it is important to formulate the system equations

as an initial-value problem to separate eigenmodes from transient oscilla-

tions.

The linearized form of the Vlasov equation, the current conservation

(i.e. indirectly Poisson's equation and the boundary conditions on E1) and

the outer circuit condition is

f
1
;t + f

1
;s �E

1
�
f
0
;v

�
= 0

E
1
;t �

R
f
1
vdv � jt = 0

�
R
E
1
dx = ��1

(6.8)

where the lower indices with commas indicate di�erentiation and a transit

time variable, s, is introduced to simplify the notation for the convective

derivative
@

@s

����
W

� � � rp = v
@

@x

����
v

�E
0 @

@v

����
x

: (6.9)

The zero point for s is chosen as the left turning-point for reected particles

or the left entry/exit point for free particle trajectories. This s, together

with the total particle energy W = v
2
=2� �(x), uniquely de�nes a phase

space point p = (W; s); (x; v). For later considerations it is appropriate to

note that the phase space velocity, �, represents an incompressible ow in

phase space, i.e., rp � � = 0.
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The initial value formulation is based on the Laplace transform pair

~�(�) =

Z
1

0

�(t)e��tdt; (6.10)

�(t) =
1

2�i

Z +i1

�i1

~�(�)e+�td�; (6.11)

where � is any of the perturbed quantities in Eq. 6.8 and  is a su�ciently

large real parameter to get all poles and branch cuts of ~�(�) to the left of

the line of integration. Without any loss of generality � can be de�ned as

i!, and these equivalent notations will be used alternatively to make the

notation short and simple in the theoretical discussion or to emphasize the

physical measurable quantity ! respectively.

The outer circuit behavior and the boundary conditions must also be

speci�ed to form a closed system. For a quite general class of outer circuits

with resistive and reactive (RLC) elements and driving sources we have

��1(!) = �0(!) + Z(!)~jt(!). The boundary conditions on the perturbed

distribution function di�ers between di�erent examples that will be given,

(between di�erent numerical schemes) and between the parts of the phase

space boundary �. Common to all applied boundary conditions is that

they can be summarized, using a linear operator D� including constants

and phase space derivatives but not any explicit temporal dependence, as

D�(p)f1(p; t) = ~g(p; t); p 2 �. For this quite general system, the trans-

formed equations in Eq. 6.8 and the transformed boundary condition now

read

� ~f(p; �) + ~f;s(p; �)� ~E(x; �)
�
f
0
;v(p)

�
= f

1(p; 0�) p 2 


� ~E(x; �) �
R
~f(p; �)vdv � ~jt(�) = E

1(x; 0�) x 2 IR
~E(x; �)dx + Z(�)~jt(�) = ��0(�) jt 2 C

D�(p) ~f(p; �) = ~g(p; �); p 2 �

(6.12)

For a given �, we are looking for a solution ~u � ~f � ~E � ~jt in a function

space V � V
f (
) � V

E(I) � C, where 
 is the nonempty part of the

phase space (f0 6= 0), I is the x-interval of the diode and C is the complex

numbers. The symbol, �, denotes the Cartesian product. This symbol

essentially separates the entities in an ordered n-tuple. The arguments for

the transformed quantities (p; �) have been dropped for convenience. The

left hand side in Eq. 6.12 represents a linear di�erential-integral operator

D : V 7! V , operating on the unknown ~u, while the right hand side k0 �
f
1(p; t = 0�)�E1(x; t = 0�)��0(�) gives the initial conditions and driving

terms in the same space V . The initial-value problem is thus an operator

relation D(�)~u = k, where the natural boundary conditions are included
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in the operator D (and possibly also as an extra source contribution k� in

k = k
0+k� in the corresponding variational formulation), while the essential

boundary conditions are imposed as restrictions to the solution space V .

In analogy with the Landau description the set of system eigenmodes must

be found as an intrinsic character of the operator D, while the amplitudes

are given by the right hand side k. By expanding the solution and the

source terms in a basis in the function space V , the inverse operator D�1
and the solution ~u = D�1k can (hopefully) be found. The branch cuts and

poles of D�1 will determine the intrinsic character of the system, i.e., the

eigenmodes of the diode.

To illustrate this inversion procedure and to �nd a practically Invert-

ible system we now turn to numerical representations. In numerical meth-

ods, as e.g. �nite element schemes, the unknown variables are expanded

in �nite dimensional subspaces V h � V , ~fnum =
Pm

i=1 ~a
f
i �

f
i ;

~Enum =Pn
i=1 ~a

E
i �

E
i ;

~jnumt = ~aj�j , with the basis functions �
f
i (p); �

E
j (x) normally

chosen as stepwise polynomials in 
; I respectively and �j = 1. This is the

usual ansatz for �nite element methods, but to include resonant phenomena

some more irregular assumption for the basis must be made. This was not

done during the tests and the results thus show undamped solutions, as if

the plasma was modeled using uid-equations. By the truncation of the ex-

pansions we can normally not expect D~u = k to be valid, except as a limit

when m;n!1, but there are several methods to �nd approximating ana-

logues to the continuous case, which all end up in a linear equation system

in the expansion coe�cients ~a = (~a
f
1 ; : : : ; ~a

f
m; ~a

E
1 ; : : : ; ~a

E
n ; ~a

j)T , MD~a = b
k.

M
D is a matrix representation of the operator D and bk is a vector repre-

sentation of the initial and boundary conditions in k. The basis functions

are time invariant, which means that the physical variables in u(t) can be

constructed once the time representation of the coe�cients a(t) is found.

A formal Laplace-inversion of ~a = [MD]�1bk gives (cf. Eq. 6.10),

a(t) = 1
2�i

R +i1
�i1

[MD(�)]�1bke+�td� =P
�q
Res(�q)e

+�t +P
bj

1
2�i

H
[MD(�)]�1bke+�td� �

1
2�i

R
LHP

[MD(�)]�1bke+�td� ;

(6.13)

after closing the contour in the left half plane. The �rst term gives the

contribution from the poles of [MD(�)]�1, cf. D�1 above. MD does not

include any information on how the system is perturbed, and the poles

do thus solely depend on the intrinsic properties of the system, but the

preparation of the system a�ects the amplitudes of the oscillations through

the residues Res(�q). These are clearly the \Landau-eigenmodes" with the

harmonic time dependence e�t = e
i!t for the simple poles. In addition
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to these modes it is possible to have harmonic solutions for singularities

in the Laplace transform of initial- and boundary conditions bk. These

modes will not be considered in the numerical part. The second term is the

contribution from the branch cuts of [MD(�)]�1bk. A matrix inversion can

not introduce branch cuts and again the contribution is limited to some

special preparations of the system through bk. The third component is the

contribution from the closure in the left half plane which is negligible for a

well behaved ~a(�).

The Landau-modes are the frequencies �q with zero eigenvalues to the

matrix M
D(�), MD(�q)~a = 0~a, (cf. D~u = 0~u in the continuous case).

Kuhn indicates that these are found as the zeros to the determinant
��MD(�)

��.
This statement is in principle correct but it is of no use in the numerical

examples in this paper, where the order of unknown coe�cients is 104�105.
We are just interested in some of these eigenstates, and a restricted method

must be used to check if a solution is an eigenmode.

The homogeneous system M
D(�)~a = 0~a has only the trivial solution

~a = 0 when MD(�) is not singular. For an \eigenfrequency", �q , M
D(�q)

is singular, and the number of linearly independent eigenstate solutions

is given by the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue of MD(�q). The linear

system is then degenerate and the non-zero solutions are obtained by re-

placing some linearly dependent equations by new equations introducing

scaling factors.

The degeneracy may be handled by removing the scalar outer circuit

condition
R
~Edx = �Z~jt, for some isolated eigenfrequencies. By postulat-

ing a total current amplitude jt (scaling factor) and solving the reduced

problem

� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v = 0; (p) 2 


�E
1 �

R
~fvdv = ~jt; x 2 I
D� ~f = ~g; (p) 2 �

(6.14)

for a given �, and prescribed amplitude given by ~jt, the outer circuit con-

dition can be checked a posteriori. There are three possible outcomes in

this procedure:

1. If the solution ful�ls the outer circuit condition we know that the trial

frequency � is a simple eigenfrequency �q

2. If it does not ful�l the remaining equation, it is still a simple eigen-

frequency for some outer circuit which we can determine, but not to

the one we have chosen.

3. The reduced problem can be degenerated itself for the trial �. This

will introduce numerical instabilities, and we can not determine if the
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poles are simple or multiple. This possibility also tells that it could be

di�cult, to get an unconditionally stable numerical method without

seriously a�ecting the accuracy. The equations for the continuous

variables are thus not necessarily non-degenerate.

When the ideas in this section �rst were written down, it was not obvi-

ous that the velocity integral had singularities that must be handled using

residue theorems. The solutions in the following sections consequently use

the Cauchy principal integrals, as the numerical phase space solution does

not have the degrees of freedom to be singular. This is clearly an error

that must be corrected in an improved model, but the solutions are still

interesting, since they behave as solutions to uid equations without using

a closure equation. The treatment of the singular phase space solutions will

probably be clearer later in Sec. 6.5, but at present it su�ces to notice that

resonant e�ects, as Landau damping, are outside the models.

The arguments in this section are also somewhat hand waving. The ex-

istence of an unique solution to the variational formulations of the complete

system of equations is a guess not proved here, or anywhere else, I believe.

6.3 General properties of the dynamic sys-

tem

Remembering the discussion in the previous section, we are free to neglect

the initial condition in the Vlasov equation for electrons

i! ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v = 0; (6.15)

as long as the analysis is restricted to eigenmodes. This form will be used in

the Vlasov-Galerkin method (Sec. 6.4.1), the error minimization algorithm

(Sec. 6.4.3), the streamline di�usion scheme (Sec. 6.4.4), and the �nite

volume (Sec. 6.4.5) method. These methods are di�erent numerical schemes

approximating the same equation. In contrast, the wave-Galerkin method

(Sec. 6.4.2) starts by another equation that is based on the symmetric

properties of the equilibrium solution for the trapped population. This

symmetry formulation also has the advantage of giving some analytical

expressions that can be used in the evaluations.

By de�ning the odd and even part of the distribution function, with

respect to the turning point (or v = 0),

~fo � [ ~f(W; s)� ~f(W;�s)]=2
~fe � [ ~f(W; s) + ~f(W;�s)]=2

(6.16)
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the Vlasov equation separates into a coupled �rst order partial di�erential

equation system

i! ~fo + ~fe;s � ~E
�
f
0
;v

�o
= 0

i! ~fe + ~fo;s � ~E
�
f
0
;v

�e
= 0:

(6.17)

The increase of the number of unknowns is motivated by the remaining

equation, the Poisson's equation or the Current conservation, in which,

only the even or the odd part of ~f contributes. By using that the odd

part of f0 vanishes for a trapped electron population (
�
f
0
;v

�e
= 0), we can

eliminate ~fe and obtain a wave equation for odd part

!
2 ~fo + ~fo;ss + i! ~E

�
f
0
;v

�o
= 0

i! ~E �
R
~fovdv + : : : = jt;

(6.18)

where the dots indicate the possibility to include the currents from other

particle species. The odd part ~fo can be eliminated in a similar fashion to

get a wave equation for even part

!
2 ~fe + ~fe;ss + v ~Ex

�
f
0
;v

�o � ~E
�
f
0
;x

�e
= 0

~Ex +
R
~fedv + : : : = 0:

(6.19)

To obtain this result, the vanishing convective derivative of the static distri-

bution function has been used to rewrite the last term in the wave equation,

0 =
h
� � rpf

0
i
;v
= f

0
;x + � � rp

�
f
0
;v

�
.

The boundary conditions must also be doubled in the new second or-

der systems. By using the original boundary conditions and applying the

transformation above, the boundary conditions automatically doubles, e.g.

the condition ~f = 0 translates into ~fo = 0 and ~fo;s = 0 trough Eq. 6.17. By

solving either of these two equations (Eqs. 6.18 and 6.19) for the odd/even

part, the complement part (even/odd) can be explicitly calculated from

Eq. 6.17. These two methods are equivalent which can be used to check the

solution by inserting the solution of, e.g., Eqs. 6.18 and 6.17 into Eq. 6.19.

While the Vlasov equation represents a convection equation in phase

space, the odd/even-wave equations clearly look like wave equations along

the unperturbed trajectories, with a correction for collective behavior through
~E. In regions with low static �elds the homogeneous part of this equation

represent waves, which have a phase velocity equal to the particle veloc-

ity, and they thus also represent pure convection of perturbations. The

extra root with opposite phase velocity comes from the symmetrization.

By inspection in Eqs. 6.18 and 6.19 it is obvious that the odd distribution

function is real, but the even part and the electric �eld are purely imagi-

nary for a real frequency !. The particle current is in phase or anti-phase
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with jt and the space charge phase is ��=2. The diode circuit is thus

purely reactive and the particles do not work on the circuit. This standing

wave solution is a consequence of the assumed even equilibrium distribution

function f0 and the use of Cauchy principal integrals in the evaluation of

the velocity moments. If
h
~fo 2 <

i
6)
hR

~fovdv 2 <
i
as could be the case if

there is a residue contribution to the integral, the argument does not hold,

and a resistive component can result. As already mentioned, the discrete

phase space solution does not have the degrees of freedom to be singular (in

the examples presented here) and a purely reactive solution must result.

The odd distribution function can be divided into a particular solution
~fp, varying slowly in space, and a wave term ~f� = ~fo� ~fp, and analogously

also ~E� = ~E � ~Ep. More precisely, it is assumed that j!2 ~fpj � j ~fp;ssj. By
inserting this in Eq. 6.18

!
2 ~fp + i! ~Ep

�
f
0
;v

�o
= 0

i! ~Ep �
R
~fpvdv = jt;

(6.20)

it seen that the velocity dependence of ~fp must be the same as in [f0;v]
o,

i.e., ~fp(x; v) = �(x)f0;v(x; v) for some function �(x). The �rst moment in

the current conservation can then be found as
R
~fpvdv = �(x)

R
f
0
;vvdv =

��(x)!2p , where !p =
p
n(x) is the plasma frequency, determined from

the electron density n(x). Finally all these can be put together to give

�(x) = �jt(!2 � !
2
p)
�1 and the particular solutions

~fp = �jt
!2�!2p

f
0
;v

i! ~Ep= !2

!2�!2p
jt

: (6.21)

For real frequencies below !p;max (= 1 by the used normalization) there

are two cut o� points where the particular solution is singular and the

ansatz j!2 ~fpj � j ~fp;ssj clearly is violated, but for higher frequencies and

as an spatial average over a wavelength for the lower frequencies, these

solutions work, as will be shown in the numerical examples. The particular

solution takes care of the total current through the system, but it can not

build up space charges as the even distribution ~fe � ~fp;s is assumed small.

If we for a while neglect the singularity in ~fp, by either assuming a high

frequency or a tiny imaginary part on !, and solve the full equations without

any assumptions concerning which term is dominant (Eq. 6.18) and then

subtract the de�ning equations for the particular solution (Eq. 6.20), we

obtain
!
2 ~f� + ~f�;ss + i! ~E�

�
f
0
;v

�o
= � ~fp;ss

i! ~E� �
R
~f�vdv = 0;

(6.22)
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i.e., a \pure" electrostatic wave without any net current, driven by the

curvature in the particular solution. A net current in a gradient thus give

rise to waves. And the other way around: A wave in a gradient is generally

not balanced in Phase space, but there is an inhomogeneity, call it ~fp;ss,

that correspond to a net current.

This far we have concentrated on the di�erential equations but nothing

has been said about the boundaries and the domain in which they should

be solved. To get transparent equations for general domains it is necessary

to introduce some notations concerning the geometry and the unknown

functions. The equations above are solved in a phase space domain 
 with

the boundary � � @
. The boundary can be divided into the in-ux part

�� � fuju 2 � ^ n � � < 0g, the out-ux part �+ � fuju 2 � ^ n � � > 0g
and the zero-ux part �0 = � n (�� [ �+), where n is the outward unit

normal (in some suitable Euclidean phase space) to the phase space region.

The apparent arbitrariness in the de�nition of the phase space norm, or

equivalent the choice of normalization factors, does not imply any ambigu-

ities in the de�nition of the boundary segments (��;�+;�0), i.e., the sign

of n ��, since rescaling only change the magnitude of n ��. The boundaries
for the plasma (p) and the beam (b) components are illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

Note that the complete boundary for a trapped electron population, �p

is a zero-ux boundary. In some numerical schemes the symmetry of f0

is used to reduce the storage and computational e�orts and a non-physical

symmetry boundary �
p
�
[�p+ is introduced in the calculations. The domain

indices p; b will be dropped in the further notations. The phase space equa-

tions will be given for electrons in a simply connected domain 
 and the

extensions to multiple species plasmas is then made by solving the Vlasov

equation for each such domain and each particle species.

To simplify the notation in the analysis of the numerical methods, it is

advantageous to introduce function spaces with inner products and norms.

For functions u; v de�ned in 
 (u; v : 
 7! C) we introduce the following

inner products and norms

(u; v) �
R


uv
�
d
; jjujj2 � (u; u)

(u; v)s �
R


u;sv

�

;sd
; jjujj2s � (u; u)s
(u; v)H1(
) �

R


(uv� +rpu � rpv

�)d
; jjujj2H1(
)
� (u; u)H1(
)

< u; v > �
R
�
uv
�n � �d�;

< u; v >+=� �
R
�+=�

uv
�n � �d�; juj2 � < u; u >+

� < u; u >�

(6.23)

where d� is a line element on � and d
 is a phase space surface element

in 
. Functions de�ned on the diode interval (p; q : I 7! C) are measured
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the boundaries in the plasma (left) and beam-plasma

(right) examples. The full boundary for the plasma component �p is a zero-

ux boundary in the two upper panels. An additional non-physical boundary is

introduced in the models that use the symmetry of f0 (lower panels). All node

points are needed in the asymmetric beam component and there is no storage

gain in symmetrizing this component. The beam has two zero-ux boundaries,

i.e., outermost stream lines, one injection boundary (�b
�

) at the left cathode and

a out-ux part (�b+) on the right anode. Note that the grid points are aligned

at di�erent x-positions to simplify the calculations of velocity moments of ~f in,

e.g., the Poisson's equation or in the total current conservation. The grid point

density is heavily reduced in all �gures, compared to the discretizations used in

the calculations.
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analogously by

(p; q)I �
R
I
pq
�
dx; jjpjj2I � (p; p)

(p; q)H1(I) �
R
I
(pq� + pxq

�

x)dx; jjpjj2H1(I) � (p; p)H1(I)
(6.24)

These notations will be used intensively and it is recommended to have

the de�nitions available for the further readings. In some occasions the L2

inner products will be explicitly spelled out to avoid any misinterpretations,

i.e., (u; v) = (u; v)L2(
) and (p; q)I = (p; q)L2(I), but normally the shorter

notation will be used. It should here also be noted that jj � jjs strictly is not
a norm, but just a seminorm, as jjujjs = 0 6) u = 0, unless special function

spaces are studied. Since this norm-property is not used in the following

sections, the remark can safely be bypassed.

6.4 Finite element and �nite volume methods

The kinetic solvers for the perturbed quantities introduced in this section

are all based on numerical discretizations of both the electric �eld and

the distribution function, in contrast to the trajectory integral methods in

Sec. 6.5 in which the distribution function is eliminated analytically. The

calculations were mainly made during 1987-88. They are included here to

get a chronological view of the development of ideas and to illustrate the

numerical complications hidden in a bounded Vlasov-Poisson system. I

have tried to recover the old calculations, but have not managed to repro-

duce all results during the very limited time available. Consequently some

methods are described without supporting �gures illustrating the pros and

cons with the di�erent algorithms. I hope that the descriptions nevertheless

are useful.

By treating the electric �eld ~E as an exogenous variable in the pre-

viously mentioned equations for the perturbed distribution function, the

Vlasov-Galerkin, the Wave-Galerkin, the Streamline di�usion, and the Fi-

nite volume schemes are derived in Secs. 6.4.1, 6.4.2, 6.4.4 and 6.4.5. In

these schemes the current conservation can be exactly ful�lled by the con-

struction of the discrete function spaces. A quite another approach is the

error minimization in Sec. 6.4.3 which is a system estimation where all

equations are simultaneously treated in the variational formulation. In this

kind of formulation the function spaces for the distribution function and

for the electric �eld can be quite independently chosen.
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6.4.1 Vlasov-Galerkin FEM

The Vlasov-Galerkin (VG) formulation does posses a lot of numerical com-

plications as we will see, but since it represent the standard procedure in

�nding FEM-solutions it is a good starting-point for further discussions.

The description in this section will be somewhat more detailed than the

following sections to form a reference for the other formulations.

The numerical schemes are constructed by formulating the equations as

variational problems and expanding the solution in some suitable basis. The

boundary condition that previously was introduced as a formal operator

relation D� ~f = ~g must be speci�ed to make the discussion more concrete

and to determine the function spaces in which the solution is varied. On

the in-ux-part the perturbation of the distribution function is speci�ed to

~f(p) = ~g(p); p 2 ��: (6.25)

It is of course possible to inject a pre-modulated beam into the diode,

but in front of a cathode where secondary emission is negligible ~g � 0.

The homogeneous condition will be used in all numerical examples, but the

general non-zero term ~g will be used in the analytical expressions. The zero-

ux boundary �0 represents a streamline on the edge between vacuum and

the region with electrons (
). Since the phase space density <(f0 + ~fe�t)

must be positive, the upper limit for the perturbation is j ~f j � f
0 and

especially on the plasma-vacuum edge ~f = 0, or formally

~f(p) = 0; p 2 �0: (6.26)

This boundary condition does not a�ect the solution , since the bound-

ary information convect along the boundary segment and never enters the

interior region. On the out-ux boundary, �nally, ~f varies freely. The

inhomogeneous boundary condition ~f = ~g on �� can not be imposed as

a restriction to a linear solution space, since linear combinations of the

functions ful�lling the boundary condition map outside the space. This

condition is instead imposed \weakly". The homogeneous condition ~f = 0

on �0 is imposed \strongly" to illustrate the di�erent method.

The exact solution of the diode equations need not to be well behaved

across streamlines, but we try to �nd a solution ~f 2 H
1(
). The Hilbert

space H1(
) consists of functions that are square integrable up to the �rst

derivative, i.e., ~f 2 H
1(
) , jj ~f jjH1 < 1 (cf. Eq. 6.23). This space is

somewhat too large since ~f 2 H1(
) could brake a boundary condition, but
~f can be forced to ful�l Eq. 6.26 by removing some functions from H

1(
).

The smaller linear space V f = ff 2 H
1(
)jf = 0 on �0g guaranties the

strong condition (Eq. 6.26) to be valid but there is no control of the weak

condition in Eq. 6.25 yet.
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Treat the electric �eld as an exogenous variable and formulate the

Vlasov equation on a variational form in the unknown ~f : Find ~f 2 V
f

such that

(� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v; T
f )� < ~f � ~g; T f

>�= 0; 8T f 2 V f
: (6.27)

This solution ~f (given ~E) will ful�l both the Vlasov equation with the strong

boundary condition Eq. 6.26 through the choice of the space V f and the

weak boundary condition in Eq. 6.25 by the inclusion of the term < �; � >�.
To see this, start by restricting the test function to the contribution in the

interior domain, T f 2 H
1
0 (
) = ff 2 H

1(
)jf = 0 on �g � V
f . The

boundary term < �; � >� vanishes for these restricted functions and the

interior contribution can not be zero for all possible test functions, unless

� ~f + ~f;s� ~Ef0;v = 0. By varying T f on the boundary �� [and remembering

that (�; �) = 0], it is clear that also the weak boundary condition, ~f � ~g = 0,

is ful�lled.

To make a reasonable variational formulation of the current conservation

it su�ce to require that ~E 2 L
2(I), but for any ~f 2 V

f the electric �eld

will be more regular and we can �nd ~E 2 H
1(I), since jt, is a constant

and the regularity does not decrease by the integration in
R
~fvdv. There

are no boundary conditions that need to be incorporated in the current

conservation and the variational form (given ~f) is thus: Find ~E 2 V
E =

L
2(I) such that

(� ~E �
Z

~fvdv � ~jt; T
E)I = 0; 8TE 2 V E

: (6.28)

The current conservation can be exactly ful�lled in the discrete analogue of

Eq. 6.28 by choosing the degrees of freedom in the discrete function space

in a special way, and it is not necessary to use the variational formulation

of this equation. The equations can be separated, as Eqs. 6.27 and 6.28,

in the codes to get ~E directly or ~E can be eliminated. If there are several

components that contribute to the current as e.g. a bounded background

plasma and a free beam it is easier to code and debug if the original equa-

tions are kept. Whatever is done in the code the current equation can be

exactly ful�lled and \inlined" in the theoretical treatment. The reduced

method can now be written as:

Find ~f such that B( ~f; T f ) = L(T f ) 8T 2 V f
; (6.29)

where the de�nitions of the bilinear form B( ~f; T f ) and the linear form

L(T f ) are

B( ~f; T ) =
�
�
2 ~f + � ~f;s � f

0
;v

R
~fvdv; T f

�
�
D
� ~f; T f

E
L(T ) =

�
~jtf

0
;v; T

f
�
�


�~g; T f

�
:

(6.30)
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The variational formulations above are based on in�nite-dimensional

function spaces for the unknowns ~f; ~E and the test functions T f
; T

E. The

numerical counterpart must rely on �nite dimensional expansions in sub-

spaces, V f;h � V
f and V

E;h � V
E . The details on the construction of

these spaces are given in almost any textbook on �nite elements, but we

can note that the numerical interpolants to ~f; ~E are given by the �nit sums
~fnum =

Pm
i=1 a

f
i �

f
i 2 V f;h

; ~Enum =
Pn

i=1 a
E
i �

E
i 2 V E;h where �

f
i ; �

E
i are

known basis functions, normally chosen as local polynomials (splines), and

a
f
i ; a

E
i are the unknown coe�cients. For the reader unfamiliar with this

technique a simple example for the basis function �Ei is the hat functions

� de�ned in Eq. 4.18 and an example for �
f
i is a two dimensional hat or

pyramid de�ned as one in a phase space node point, zero in all neighboring

node points, and linear in between. This ansatz with �
f
i ; �

E
i as test func-

tions in Eq. 6.30 results in a linear equation system in the coe�cients a
f
j ,

(cf. the initial value formulation in Sec. 6.2)X
j

B(�
f
j ; �

f
i )a

f
j = L(�

f
i ); 8�fi 2 V

f;h
: (6.31)

The corresponding results, with the equation for charge conservation used

in a variational form, is obtained by the same ansatz in Eqs. 6.27 and 6.280
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or shortly as Ma = b, where the sub-matrices to M are given by

M
V f
ij =

�
��

V
j + � � rp�

V
j ; �

V
i

�
�


�
V
j ; �

V
i

�
�

M
V E
ij = �

�
�
E
j f

0
;v; �

V
i

�
M

Cf
ij = �

�R
�
V
j vdv; �

E
i

�
I

M
CE
ij =

�
��

E
j ; �

E
i

�
I

: (6.33)

The coe�cient matrix M and the right hand side b [orMB = B(�
f
j ; �

f
i )

and bL = L(�
f
i ) depending on the chosen method] can be calculated from

known quantities by the quadrature methods described in Sec. 6.4.6. These

integrations require a considerable amount of computation time even though
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the matrices are sparse, and to reduce the calculations it is recommended

to divide M(�) according to the dependence of the frequency �, such that

M(�) =M0+M1�+M2�
2. For each new frequency it is then su�cient to

sum a few sparse matrices to obtain M . The source terms b have contri-

butions from the inhomogeneous term in the di�erential equation through

(Jt; �
E
i ) and contributions from the weakly imposed boundary condition

through < ~g; �Vi >�. We can note that none of these inhomogeneities af-

fects the matrixM , which determines the eigenmode structure of the diode.

The equation system Ma = b does not in general posses any symmetry

properties that makes iterative solution methods available, but it is easy to

�nd a permutation matrix P that put all nonzero elements in PMP
T on a

few diagonals near the main diagonal. The new system [PMP
T ][Pa] = [Pb]

is relatively cheap to solve by sparse Gaussian elimination. Two examples of

solutions, based on piecewise linear basis functions on triangular elements,

one with the frequency slightly above and one slightly below the maximum

plasma frequency, are given in Fig. 6.3. The solution for ! = 0:8!p;max
has an increasing amplitude along the density gradient and partial cuto�s

at the resonance points in the two electrode sheaths, where the particu-

lar solution ~Ep is singular. For frequencies above !p;max there is not any

sign-change and singularity in the particular solution ~Ep. The oscillations

or the ringings, introduced by the variation in ~Ep, become less pronounced

and the deviation between ~E and ~Ep gradually decreases as frequency rises.

These physical properties are found in all numerical examples, but in the

Vlasov-Galerkin scheme there is also a short wavelength component with a

considerable amount of energy as seen in the examples. This component has

the background in the lack of stability in the method and it can e�ciently

be removed by the short moving average �lter FEi = (Ei�1+2Ei+Ei+1)=4.

This strong reduction by the �ltering can perhaps be a guide for improve-

ments of the Vlasov-Galerkin scheme, but it is not a satisfying algorithm

to smooth the solution from a method with poor stability without a per-

forming a detailed error analysis.

It is necessary to have a lot of phase space mesh points for each spatial

point to prevent the real part of ~E to grow. For a well resolved solution,

the work done by the diode is well described, i.e. < ~E � 0, as seen in

Fig. 6.3, but for a poorly resolved diode the method fails. In this limit we

have to accept that the details in short wavelength solutions are lost, but

it is unacceptable that the average behavior is unphysical. The real �eld

contribution can not be removed by �ltering since the wavelength of this

contribution is the same as for the wanted wave solution ~E� . The number

of phase space points must thus be kept high. It is worth noticing that the

typical number of points in v (nv) for constant x determines the bandwidth
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Figure 6.3: The electric �eld ( ~E solid) and the particular solution ( ~Ep dashed)

for two frequencies, one below (0.8) and one above (1.05) the maximum plasma

frequency. The calculations are made with the Vlasov-Galerkin method using

piecewise linear basis functions on nx spatial steps and nt triangles. The real

part has a tiny invisible amplitude (on the real axis) as expected for a symmet-

ric distribution function, but the imaginary part has a considerable amplitude,

that can be divided in a slowly varying particular solution (apart from the sin-

gularities), a wave component and spurious wiggles. The lower panels show the

power of the corresponding spatial Fourier transform, where h = 1 mm is the

constant mesh spacing in x and k is the wave number. The considerable amount

of non-physical energy in the high k tail is pronounced for some frequencies and

nearly absent for other frequencies. The static solution and the used parameters

are discussed in Sec. 6.1
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of the matrix PMP
T . It is very expensive to increase the number of velocity

points, i.e. the bandwidth, since the number of arithmetic operations in

the sparse Gaussian elimination is O(nxn3v).
Solutions based on rectangular elements and bilinear basis functions

are similar to the presented ones based on triangular elements and linear

basis function, with the same dominating behavior and the pronounced

arti�cial short wavelength oscillations. The same patterns are also seen

with a Vlasov-Galerkin modeled beam and a more stable method modeling

the back ground electrons. The most obvious properties seen this far can

be summarized as:

� B(u; u) = 0 6) u = 0. This means that the coe�cient matrix in the

discrete representation M can have zero eigenvalues. There is thus

no guarantee for stability of the method.

� Empirical results show instability in some regions and for some fre-

quencies. It is possible that some averaging of the solution or some

other combinations of discrete function spaces would perform better.

� The diode is not predicted to be unconditionally reactive, (< ~E 6= 0),

but for a �ne discretization though, it predicts reactive solutions.

� It is simple to apply this method for a beam with boundary conditions

only on the in-ux part of the boundary, i.e. on ��.

� It would be better to �nd a solution ~f � ~E 2 V
f
s � L

2(I) where

V
f
s = ff 2 L

2(
)j jjf jj2s < 1g , i.e., H1(
) � V
f
s � L

2(
), since

there is not any physical reason to demand a high degree of regularity

across streamlines as in H1(
). The poor stability property is usual

in convection equations, where the method requires higher degree of

regularity than the problem can guarantee.

The short wavelength oscillations are clearly an e�ect of poor numerical

properties in the Vlasov-Galerkin scheme, but there is also a fundamental

instability caused by resonant electrons, which is not seen in the calcu-

lations. Perhaps this absence is cased by smoothing of the phase space

solution, using too few triangles.

6.4.2 Wave-Galerkin FEM

The idea with the Wave-Galerkin (WG) method is to use the symmetry

of the trapped electron population to reduce the storage needs and the

number of arithmetic operations in the solution procedure, or to increase

the precision on available computational resources. There is also a hope
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that the inclusion of second derivatives gives better stability properties.

The description will be given for the half domain given in Fig. 6.2 (lower-

left), and the extension to other domains (where the numerical advantages

are not pronounced) is described briey in the end of the section. The

Wave-Galerkin method for the odd distribution function and a symmetric

stationary distribution f
0, is as usual for Galerkin methods, obtained by

multiplying the equation for the odd part (Eq. 6.19) with the arbitrary test

function T f 2 V f and integrate over 
,

(!2 ~fo + ~fo;ss � i! ~Ef0;v; T
f ) = 0 8T f 2 V f

: (6.34)

The boundaries for the trapped electron population [Fig. 6.2(lower)] is a

zero-ux boundary where ~f = 0) ~fo = 0, and on the symmetry boundary

we also have ~fo = 0 by the very assumption of odd functions, but we do

not have ~fe = 0 here. The suitable function space for ~fo, V f = H
1
0 (
) �

ff 2 H1(
)jf = 0 on �g is then a linear space in which all functions ful�l

the boundary conditions. The term ~fo;ss is then generally not a function but

it is a generalized function (as e.g. the Dirac's delta function) that makes

the integral ( ~fo;ss; T
f ) well de�ned, since the space H1(
) just guarantee

the regularity of the functions and there �rst derivatives.

As in the Vlasov-Galerkin schemes the electric �eld can be eliminated

by the current conservation to get

(!2 ~fo + ~fo;ss � [

Z
~fovdv + ~jt]f

0
;v; T

f ) = 0: (6.35)

The term ( ~fo;ss; T
f ) can be partially integrated to < ~fo;s; T

f
> �( ~fo;s; T f

;s),

since the phase space ow is incompressible, rp � � = 0. The boundary

term < ~fo;s; T
f
> disappears for the analysis of the half domain of trapped

electrons since T f 2 H1
0 (
) vanishes on the boundary, but this term could

contribute if the beam is included. The method can thus be written as

Find ~fo such that B( ~fo; T f ) = L(T f ) 8T f
; (6.36)

where the de�nitions of the bilinear form B( ~f; T ) and the linear form L(T )

are

B( ~fo; T f ) = !
2( ~fo; T f )� ( ~fo;s; T

f
;s)� (

R
~fovdv; T f )

L(T f ) = (~jtf
0
;v; T

f ):
(6.37)

The linear equation system that appear after the introduction of some

suitable �nite dimensional subspace V f;h � V
f is perfectly analogous to
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Eq. 6.31 but with the B and the L de�ned in Eq. 6.37. The corresponding

system with the electric �eld kept, i.e., Eqs. 6.28 and 6.34, is�
M

Wf
M

WE

M
Cf

M
CE

��
a
f

a
E

�
=

�
0

(~jt; �
E)

�
(6.38)

in analogy with Eq. 6.32, where the sub-matrices to M are given by

M
Wf
ij = !

2
�
�
V
j ; �

V
i

�
�
�
�
V
j ; �

V
i

�
s

M
WE
ij = �i!

�
�
E
j f

0
;v; �

V
i

�
M

Cf
ij = �

�R
�
V
j vdv; �

E
i

�
I

M
CE
ij =

�
��

E
j ; �

E
i

�
I

: (6.39)

The even distribution function ~fe is calculated explicitly from Eq. 6.17

when Eq. 6.38 is solved for ~fo. If linear basis functions on triangles are

used to expand ~fo with the node point values (a
f
j ) as the numerical degree

of freedom, the even solution will be a piecewise constant function on the

triangular elements as far as � is constant on the element. The full solution

( ~f = ~fo + ~fe) is then calculated by mapping the node point data in ~fo on

the triangles or by mapping the triangle data in ~fe on the node points, by

using the average value of the node points in the triangle or the average of

the limiting values on the triangles respectively.

A typical example of the solution to Eq. 6.38 with linear basis functions

on a triangular mesh is shown in Fig. 6.4. The short wavelength ripple that

was pronounced in the Vlasov-Galerkin scheme (Fig. 6.3) is absent here,

but there is a new kind of ripple in phase space in the limit of low electron

energies where the discretization fails in resolving the particle wavelength

for the complete trajectory. There is a resolved high-energy part and an

unresolved low energy domain of phase space ripples. The pretty low am-

plitude in combination with the small factor v in the �rst moment suppress

these wiggles in the electric �eld. There are also laminar phase space struc-

tures in the cathode sheath region, that clearly show the velocity �eld �(p)

but also indicate the lack of correlation across the ow in a di�usion-free

convection equation. The existing correlation through the collective feed

back in ~E does just work for a constant x, i.e., it provides correlation across

the ow most e�ciently in the homogeneous part of the diode.

There have been many steps behind the results in Fig. 6.4. These steps

can be summarized in a schematic pseudo-code:

1x Find the equilibrium solution, e.g. by using the algorithms presented

in Sec. 6.1

2x De�ne the computation mesh by using information of transit times,
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Figure 6.4: The electric �eld ( ~E solid) and the particular solution ( ~Ep dashed) for

! = 0:8!p;max. The calculations are made with the Wave-Galerkin method using

piece wise linear basis functions on nx spatial steps and nt triangles. The real part

has a tiny invisible amplitude as expected for a symmetric distribution function,

but the imaginary part has a considerable amplitude, that can be divided in

a slowly varying particular solution (apart from the singularities) and a wave

component. The mid and lower panels show the phase space amplitude and

phase respectively. The static solution and the used parameters are discussed in

Sec. 6.1.
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i.e., the static solution, and user de�ned requirements of energy res-

olution etc.

3x Assign �(p) to the numerical degrees of freedom for the dynamic rep-

resentation, i.e., interpolate the static solution to the new mesh.

4x Determine the matrices M0;M1;M2; b in Eqs. 6.38 and 6.39 (or sim-

ilar matrices depending on method) by the quadrature methods in

Sec. 6.4.6.

5x Determine M(�) = M0 +M1� +M2�
2 and solve the linear equation

system [PMP
T ][Pa] = [Pb].

6x For the WG-method only: Determine the even solution from the odd

(Eq. 6.17) and add them together ~f = ~fo + ~fe.

7x Display the results, calculate secondary variables, check the solution

etc.

The steps above exists in all of the �nite element codes and in the �nite

volume code except the mapping of odd to even functions in 6x, which is a

kind of post-processing in the WG scheme. In several cases it is interesting

to determine the frequency response of the diode Zdiode(�) =
R
~E(�)dx=~jt,

or the complex frequency which ful�ls the outer circuit condition ��1(�) =R
~E(�)dx, i.e., eigenmodes of the diode. This kind of calculation requires

repeated or iterative methods for the frequency. The solution 5xand the

post-processing 6x(7x) are then included in some loop over � values or

search procedure in � respectively.

The Wave-Galerkin procedure works quite well with a low need for com-

putational resources, but it does not allow including a beam by easy means.

A Wave-Galerkin modeled background and a Vlasov-Galerkin beam is easy

modeled and cheap to calculate, but it has all the draw backs with the VG-

scheme, with clear wiggles even though the amplitudes of the wiggles in ~E

are reduced by the fact that the beam density is lower than the background

density. We have still not found a satisfying scheme for the free population

in the beam.

The properties of the WG scheme can be summarized as:

� B(u; u) = 0 6) u = 0. There is thus no guarantee for stability of the

method.

� Solution ful�l the Poisson's equation., the continuity equation (i.e.,

indirectly the Vlasov equation) and of course the current conservation.
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� Since the number of grid points can be halved compared to the Vlasov-

Galerkin method the computational e�orts are roughly reduced by a

factor of four.

� There is a tendency of instability in a part of the reection region

where v and E0 are small, but these oscillations are weak in ~E by the

small factor v in the �rst moment and the fact that the oscillations

interfere destructively in
R
~fovdv, since the streamlines are nearly

parallel to the electrodes [� � (0;�E0)] for v ! 0.

� There are no spurious oscillations in the electric �eld as in the VG

scheme, and not either a real part of ~E, but there are high amplitude

oscillations for small j�j, as in the Vlasov-Galerkin scheme. These

wiggles are concentrated to a small phase space region where there is

a transit from resolved to unresolved particle waves.

The WG scheme has reduced the oscillation with a wavelength of two

grid cells, which was an important numerical problem in the VG scheme.

The last two points above indicates another problem namely the lack of

regularity of the true solution in the reection regions, and the problem of

zero wavelength waves in the zero total particle energy limit (j�j ! 0).

6.4.3 Error minimization algorithm

A perhaps desperate attempt to make the bilinear form positive de�nite,

i.e., guaranteeing a stable method, was the use of the error minimization

algorithm. It is a least square estimation for the system of equations, in the

Vlasov equation and the current continuity. To explain the ideas behind this

attempt and to simplify the notation some new inner products and norms

are introduced. First the two functions ~fi and ~Ei in the two spaces V f (
)

and V E(I) are collected in the new element ui = ~fi� ~Ei in the mixed space

(cf. Sec. 6.2). For simplicity it is also assumed that the existing boundary

conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet conditions for ~f . The function space

based on the composite elements V (
�I) = V
f (
)�V E(I) has the natural

inner product

(ui; uj)L2(
�I) = �1( ~Ei;
~Ej)L2(I) + �2( ~fi; ~fj)L2(
); (6.40)

with corresponding norm jjujj2
L2(
�I)

= (u; u)L2(
�I), where �1; �2 are

positive constants. As this in fact is a norm, a bilinear operator based

on this norm and inner product must be positive de�nite, which ensures

the stability. The steps will be clearer by the introduction of the Vlasov

operator LV : V (
� I)! V
f (
)

LV u � � ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v (6.41)
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and the total current operator Ljt : V (
� I)! V
E(I)

Ljtu � � ~E �
Z

~fvdv: (6.42)

The least square estimate is found by minimizing the norm jje(u)jj2L2(
�I)
of the error vector e 2 V (
� I) found from the governing equations

e(u) � [LV u]� [(Ljtu)� ~jt] = Lu� s; (6.43)

where the total operator L : V (
� I)! V (
� I)

Lu � [LV u]� [(Ljtu)] (6.44)

and the source term

s � 0� ~jt (6.45)

are introduced

The minimum is as usual obtained by introducing the variation ��u and

requiring that the derivative @jje(u+ ��u)jj2L2(
�I)=@� at � = 0 vanishes for

all �u ful�lling reasonable boundary and regularity requirements. [These

conditions are formally denoted �u 2 V 0(
� I) below. In the special case

with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on ~f , V 0(
 � I) = V (
 � I).] At

optimum

(Lu� s;L�u)L2(
�I) = 0; (6.46)

which clearly looks like a variational formulation, if �u is interpreted as

the mixed test function �u � T
f � T

E . The variational counterpart thus

follows directly as: Find u 2 V (
� I) such that

B(u; �u) = (s;L�u)L2(
�I) 8�u 2 V 0(
� I); (6.47)

where the positive de�nite bilinear form is de�ned as

B(ui; uj) � (Lui;Luj)L2(
�I) : (6.48)

A positive de�nite bilinear form will produce a positive de�nite matrix in

the discrete representation, which will ensure stability of the solution and

also make iterative solvers for the equation system feasible..

What has caused the increased stability? By reintroducing the ordinary

notation in the requirements at optimum in Eq. 6.46 the condition reads

�1

�
� ~E �

Z
~fvdv � ~jt ; �T

E �
Z
T
f
vdv

�
L2(I)

+
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+�2

�
� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v ; �T

f + T
f
;s � T

E
f
0
;v

�
L2(
)

= 0: (6.49)

The term ( ~f;s; T
f
;s)L2(
) is modulo boundary terms (vanishing with homoge-

neous Dirichlet conditions) equal to the term �( ~f;ss; T f )L2(
) representing

di�usion along the streamlines. This kind of second order term connects

odd and even grid points e�ciently, which prevents the spurious oscillations

present in the VG scheme.

Unfortunately the error minimization suppress derivatives too much and

the convergence rate is poor. It should also be mentioned that the bilin-

ear form, B, not even is de�ned for the non-regular distribution functions

expected close to resonant energy lines (see Sec. 6.5.4). Nevertheless the

introduction of the streamline di�usion term stabilizes the scheme, and al-

ternative use of this term can perhaps produce accurate and stable schemes.

Stabilization is at least possible to achieve for convection equations with

real coe�cients.

Inhomogeneous Dirichlet conditions as ~f = g on �� can be incorporated

above by replacing the minimization of the norm jje(u+ ��u)jj2L2(
�I) with
a minimization of the new expression

jje(u+ ��u)jj2L2(
�I) � �3 hu+ ��u� g; u+ ��u� gi
�
; �3 > 0; (6.50)

which also measures the deviation from the boundary condition on ��.

(The calculations have only been performed for bilinear basis functions.

Unfortunately I have not managed to recover the bilinear calculations made

two years ago, and I have not had time to solve the error minimization

problem on triangular elements. No �gure illustrating this method is thus

available.)

6.4.4 Streamline di�usion method (Petrov-Galerkin)

While in Galerkin methods the test functions (T ) are chosen in the same

function space as the solution ( ~f; ~fo; ~fe) (modulo boundary conditions),

the Petrov-Galerkin methods choose test functions and solution in di�erent

spaces. By this extra degree of freedom the test functions can be chosen

to increase the stability of the numerical scheme. As was seen in the error

minimization algorithm the second order term ~f;ss stabilizes the scheme

but the errors become large. The unstable VG method has terms like

(LV u; T f )L2(
) and the stable minimization has terms like (LV u ; �T f +

T
f
;s)L2(
). The idea with the streamline di�usion method is to go the middle

way by introducing the extra term on the right hand side, T f
;s, with a small

coe�cient, large enough to stabilize the scheme but small enough to keep

the convergence rate high. For real coe�cients this can be done [5] but no

suitable scheme has been found in the case with complex coe�cients.
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6.4.5 Finite volume method

In the FEM algorithms, the solution is known everywhere, and a certain

degree of regularity of the true solution, is required. Higher order methods

require higher degree of regularity of the solution if they should be any

better than the lowest order approximations. The solution can be assumed

to be regular along the streamlines, except in the limit j�j ! 0, but not

generally across streamlines, since there is not any cross ow connection in

the linearized Vlasov equation. The FEM codes have di�culties in modeling

the fast reduction of the particle wavelength in the limit of low energy

electrons. A natural question is then: Is it interesting to resolve waves where

the wavelength has reduced to a fraction of the Debye length? In the limit of

zero wavelength, we will further or later run into single electron oscillations

and electron-electron correlation which will not be described by the Vlasov

equation. A numerical method that average the distribution function over

a small phase space volume will thus not violate the physical description if

the control volume is small enough to resolve interesting phenomena, but

an exact belief in the Vlasov equation will certainly be unphysical in the

short wavelength limit.

The �nite volume method (FVM) does not focus on the regular func-

tion description in the di�erential equation, but rather the idea behind a

convection equation, i.e., the conservation of particles in a material control

volume. The phase space domain 
 is divided into a set of stationary con-

trol volumes f
ig j [ 
i = 
, e.g. triangles. Let further the boundary to


i, �i with outward unit normal n̂i be divided into the segments �ij com-

mon to the adjacent domains 
j and with the normal n̂ij pointing from 
i

to 
j . With this notation we also capture the boundaries to the exterior

domain outside 
 by de�ning this as the domain zero 
0. On each control

volume it is required thatZ

i

h
� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v

i
d
; 8
i; (6.51)

or by Gauss' theorem

�

Z

i

~fd
 +
X
j

Z
�ij

n̂ij � � ~fd��
Z

i

~Ef0;vd
 = 0; 8
i: (6.52)

Since each control volume gives one equation there is only one degree of

freedom per cell to model the distribution function, and we can not �nd a

regular function de�ned in every point in the domain. The discretization

must tell how the integrals above should be interpreted and it must give the

degrees of freedom for ~f . The following method is applied in the presented

results.
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Let the degree of freedom be the average density ~fi in 
i, in the sense

that ~fi
R

i
d
 is the number of particles in 
i. This makes the �rst integral

in Eq. 6.52 de�ned, but to model the second integral we have to introduce

some interpolation ~fij between ~fi and ~fj to calculate the ux through the

boundary �ij . On the interior domains the average value works, but on the

boundary � the correct boundary conditions must be imposed,

~fij =

8>><
>>:

1
2
( ~fi + ~fj) 
i;
j � 


0 
i � 
; �ij � �0
~fi 
i � 
; �ij � �+
~g(x; v) 
i � 
; �ij � ��

(6.53)

On the zero-ux boundary anything works as interpolant for ~f if n̂ij �� = 0

in the numerical representation, but to ensure a zero-ux in the discrete

representation ~fij = 0. This is also consistent with the argument that the

maximum amplitude of ~f is limited by f0 which is zero on �0. On the out-

ux boundary, where ~f varies freely, there is no better guess than taking the

value on the closest domain, ~fij = ~fi. This far, the interpolants on �ij have

been constants which thus can be moved out in front of the integration sign,

but on the in-ux boundary the correct, prescribed injection distribution,

~g, is used in the integration, giving the following approximation,

X
j

Z
�ij

n̂ij �� ~fd� �
X

jj�ij 6���

~fij

Z
�ij

n̂ij ��d�+
Z
�i0���

n̂ij ��~gd�; (6.54)

where of course only indices representing adjacent domains should be in-

cluded.

The last term in Eq. 6.52 includes the unknown perturbed electric �eld
~E which is not de�ned as a function in 
 but rather as a function on the

diode interval I . To handle this, the discretization of the diode interval is

coordinated with the division of the phase space volume in the way such that

each phase space domain 
i has the outermost x-values coinciding with the

boundaries of a sub-segment on I , I�(i). On each such segment the electric

�eld is assumed constant with the value of ~E�. By this discretization, it is

easy to complete the numerical approximation of the Vlasov equation by

evaluating the last integralZ

i

� ~Ef0;vd
 � � ~E�(i)

Z

i

f
0
;vd
: (6.55)

The current conservation is included to form a closed system of equa-

tions as in all other schemes, but in contrast to the FEM algorithms there
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is not a well-de�ned function ~f that can be integrated for every x. Instead

it is assumed that the average current on each segment I� is equal to the

total current jt, Z
I�

�
� ~E �

Z
~fvdv � ~jt

�
dx = 0: (6.56)

The complete model can now be summarized as: Find the domain values
~fi (i = 1; : : : ;m) and the �eld on the segments ~E� (� = 1; : : : ; n), such that

Ai
~fi +

1
2

P
jj�ij 6��

Fij( ~fi + ~fj) +
P

jj�ij��+
Fi0

~fi +P
jj�ij���

R
�ij

n̂ij � �~gd� +Bi
~E�(i) = 0 8
i

�h�
~E� �

P
ij�(i)=� Ci

~fi � h�
~jt = 0 8I�;

(6.57)

where the constants
Ai =

R

i
d
;

Bi =
R

i
f
0
;vd
;

Ci =
R

i
vd
;

Fij =
R
�ij

n̂ij � �d�;
h� =

R
I�
dx;

(6.58)

are calculated by standard quadrature methods. The linear equation system

(Eq. 6.57) has exactlym+n unknowns ( ~fi; ~E�) andm+n equations (
i; I�).

The solution is driven by the inhomogeneities in the total current ~jt and/or

the nonzero perturbation on the injected distribution ~g. Either of these

must be non-zero if there should be a non-trivial solution with non-zero

impedance (non-degenerate case). The zero impedance solutions are not

easy to �nd by this method, but formally they are found by determining

the complex frequencies � with vanishing determinant of the coe�cient

matrix.

The solution for ! = 0:8!p;max using the FVM method on the plasma

population is shown in Fig. 6.5. The shape of the electric �eld is similar

to the one using the WG scheme in Fig. 6.4, but the solution is more

spiky. The FVM technique has the same type of instability problems as the

VG method since these methods only have smaller di�erences. Both have

di�culties in handling the separation of odd and even grid points caused

by the centered approximation of the �rst order derivatives (cf. D0 in

Sec. 4.1). In the VG scheme the separation is a result of the chosen test

function and here the interpolation rule, determining the uxes through the

test volume surfaces, does the same. The problem becomes even larger in

the beam population in which the out-ux condition may turn the problem

over-determined (two boundary conditions). I think these problems can

be solved using the so-called discontinuous Galerkin technique which in
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Figure 6.5: The electric �eld ( ~E solid) and the particular solution ( ~Ep dashed)

for ! = 0:8!p;max. The calculations are made with the �nite volume method using

nx spatial steps and nt triangles. The real part has a tiny invisible amplitude

as expected for a symmetric distribution function, but the imaginary part has a

considerable amplitude, that can be divided in a slowly varying particular solution

(apart from the singularities) and a wave component. The mid and lower panels

show the phase space amplitude and phase respectively. The static solution and

the used parameters are discussed in Sec. 6.1.
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Figure 6.6: The left panel shows the linear basis function using triangular el-

ements. On each triangle this function gives a plane. The obtained integral

expressions are calculated on each triangular element separately, by using the

evaluation points shown in the right panel.

principle uses other approximations than the average value on the inter-

element boundaries. The discontinuous Galerkin method is stable (at least

for real coe�cients) and analogous to the explicit D+ approximation in

�nite di�erences (cf. Sec. 4.1).

6.4.6 Quadrature

Quadrature in connection to �nite element methods requires some com-

ments, since the geometry often makes parameterization and numbering of

the elements less obvious than for the one-dimensional example in Sec. 4.2.

Two di�erent types of basis functions have been tested for the di�erent

methods presented earlier. Piece-wise linear basis functions on triangular

elements (K 2 Th) is used in all shown �gures. The other alternative, which
�rst was used because of its simplicity in numbering and storage, is bilinear

basis functions on rectangular elements (K 2 Qh).

A linear basis function on the triangulation Th is shown in the left panel

in Fig. 6.6. It is conically shaped with unit value on the center grid point

and zero on the periphery. As in the one-dimensional integration in Sec. 4.6

the �rst step is to divide the grid point centered basis �i to basis functions
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Table 6.1: Coe�cients in the summation rule Eq. 6.61 for triangular elements

using the evaluation points displayed in Fig. 6.6 (right panel). The �rst column

gives the number of evaluation points, m, and the last column gives the order, r,

of the polynomial of highest degree, which can be integrated exactly.

m w
i

w
ij

w
123 r

1 0 0 1 � area(K) 1

3 0 1/3 0 � area(K) 2

7 1/20 2/15 9/20 � area(K) 3

with support only on an element K (triangle),

�i =
X
K2Th

�iK : (6.59)

The element basis functions, in this linear case, are three di�erent planes

�iK(x) = aiKx1 + biKx2 + diK , zero in two corners and unity in the third

corner of K.

All quadrature can thus be evaluated as sums of the contributions to

the triangular elements. The integral on K is as in the one-dimensional

case evaluated as a weighted sumZ
K

f(x)dx �
X
i

wif(xi): (6.60)

The most common evaluation points shown are shown in the right panel

of Fig. 6.6. In addition to the node points xj there are the mid points

on the inter element boundaries, xjk, and the element center of gravity

x123. Using the notation with upper index in the mentioned numbering to

make a distinction to the general numbering of any evaluation point xi, the

summation rule becomeZ
K

f(x)dx �
X

w
i
f(xi) +

X
w
ij
f(xij) + w

123
f(x123): (6.61)

The lowest order coe�cients are given in Tab. 6.1 in connection to the max-

imum degree r of the two-dimensional polynomial which can be integrated

exactly.

The other alternative of basis functions is the bilinear basis on rectan-

gular elements. Here all basis functions (and consequently all expressions

based on these) can be factorized �ij(x) = �x1i (x1)�
x2
j (x2), where �i are
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the one-dimensional hat-functions introduced earlier. The numbering of

�ij(x) uses two indices here to clearly indicate that all grid points can be

numbered as matrix elements. On the rectangular elements K, the bases

are given by �ijK (x) = aijKx1 + bijKx2+ cijKx1x2+ dijK , with unit value

in one corner and zero value in the remaining three nodes. Since it is

possible to factorize all expressions, the quadrature never becomes more

complicated than the one-dimensional methods in Sec. 4.6, throughZ
K2Qh

f(x)dx =

�Z
f
x1(x1)dx1

�
�
�Z

f
x2(x2)dx2

�
: (6.62)

A two-dimensional polynomial of degree r = 3 can thus be integrated ex-

actly on K using Gauss-Legendre quadrature on four points (cf. Tab. 4.2),

which is quite more e�cient than the required seven points for achieving the

same precision on triangular elements. The simple numbering and storage

are the other attractive properties of bilinear bases. The drawbacks are the

di�culty of adapting the mesh to curved boundaries, and to locally resolve

some parts of the computational domain.

6.5 Trajectory integral method

The di�erent �nite element methods behave as multi moment equations,

or generalized uid methods, excluding resonant damping, but with the

attractive property of being independent on an ambiguously chosen closure

equation. To include the missing resonant e�ects, it is necessary to either

parameterize a singular phase space solution in the discretizations, or to

analytically eliminate the distribution function from the expressions that

�nally are solved numerically. The �rst idea has not been tested, but the

second method is the basic idea behind P4. This section will summarize

some of the results in P4 and also explain how the numerical steps are (or

can be) done. The next three sections (Secs. 6.5.1-6.5.4) are to a large extent

copies of the material in p4 that is needed as a background to discussion of

the numerical details in Secs. 6.5.5-6.5.6.

6.5.1 Initial value formulation for trapped electrons

In ordinary homogeneous wave theory a phase space point is represented in

position-velocity coordinates (x; v) with the spatial Fourier representation

(k; v). This is natural in linear homogeneous theory where the unperturbed

trajectories have constant velocities, but it is not as well suited for calcu-

lations with trajectories that are curved in phase space, as in e.g. the re-

ection regions in diode sheaths. In systems with density gradients caused
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by successive particle reection, it is better to use the total particle energy

W = q� + mv
2
=2 as the \velocity coordinate" and the transit time from

the left entry, exit or turning point, s, as the position coordinate. The total

transit time to cross the diode interval I for free particles T =
R
I
ds, or the

circulation time for trapped particles T =
H
ds is also introduced. Causal-

ity is enforced by formulating the equations as initial value problems, and

by using the temporal Laplace transform pair

~�(�) =
R +1
0

�
1(t)e��tdt

�
1(t) = 1

2�i

R +i1
�i1

~�(�)e�td�
; (6.63)

where the inverse transform is carried out with all poles of ~�(�) to the left

of the line <(�) = , and gamma is chosen large enough to ensure that

�
1(t < 0) = 0. For the harmonic modes derived below this means that

the waves are assumed to be growing. The variable pair (�1; ~�) is a generic

notation for any of the time dependent linear amplitudes as, e.g., the �eld

(E1
; ~E) and the distribution function (f1; ~f). All these notations and the

closest correspondence in homogeneous theory are summarized it Tab.6.2.

The Vlasov and Poisson's equations in normalized variables [(e, �0, me,

vb and, ne;max) = 1]

f
1
;t + f

1
;s �E

1
f
0
;v = 0; (x; v) 2 
p

E
1
;x +

R
f
1
dv = 0; x 2 I ; (6.64)

describe the internal behavior of the diode, and the current continuity

E
1
;t �

Z
f
1
vdv = jt; x 2 I; (or at the boundaries) (6.65)

couples the plasma to the outer circuit through the, spatially invariant, to-

tal current jt. Lower indices with commas are used for partial derivatives,

i.e., f0;v = @f
0
=@vjx and f

1
;s � @f

1
=@sjW;t = v@f

1
=@xjv;t � E

0
@f

1
=@vjx;t

is the convective time derivative of f1. The current continuity is the one-

dimensional integrated form guaranteeing a divergence free total current,

i.e., indirectly through Poisson's equation conservation of charge. For in-

ternal diode points x 2 I it is thus equivalent to use Poisson's equation

or current continuity. The latter has the advantages of reducing the num-

ber of equations, since it anyhow must be used on the boundaries, and it

also has the numerical advantage of ensuring exact charge conservation in

the discrete equations. Poisson's equation will therefore not be used in the

derivations, but some results using it will be given to show that the method

works equally well using it.
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Table 6.2: Comparison between the Fourier representation in the trapped elec-

tron case and the in�nite homogeneous case. The Fourier and Laplace represen-

tations show the wave structure in phase space. The used expansion, listed to

the left of the table, is periodic along the constant energy lines and the period-

icity is given by the total circulation time T . The analogy with normal Fourier

representations (right in the table) is a spatially periodic system with the period-

icity given by the length L. In the present representation, resonances are found at

equi-energy lines representing circulation times, which are integer multiples of the

inverse wave frequency. It is possible to transform between the two methods by

pure multiplications in the special case of zero static electric �eld as indicated in

the parentheses. E.g., the transit time s for non-accelerated motion is x=v, or at

least locally ds = dx=v, due to the possibility of choosing the origins di�erently.

Fourier/Laplace representation

e
(�t�i
s)

; s 2 [0; T ] e
i(!t�kx)

; x 2 [0; L]

Resonance condition

� = i
 ! = kv

Variables and parameters (transformation for E0 = 0) [unit]

Laplace frequency, � (= i!) [s�1] Frequency, ! [s�1]

Spatial frequency, 
 (� kv) [s�1] Wave number, k [m�1]


m(W ) = 2m�=T (W ); m 2 Z km = 2m�=L; m 2 Z
Transit time, s (� x=v) [s] Position, x [m]

Total energy, W (= q�+mv
2
=2) [J] Velocity, v [ms�1]

Circulation time, T =
H
ds (� L=v) [s] Length, L =

R
dx [m]
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Figure 6.7: A phase space plot of the transit times for di�erent electron energies

in the diode shown in Fig. 6.1. In (a) there are 20 energy steps and 50 equidistant

time steps marking every percent of the circulation time (�s=T = 1%) in the

plasma population and 8 energy steps in the beam. Only the upper half of

the phase space plane is shown due to symmetry in 
p. The circulation time,

T =
H
ds, for the trapped electrons, is given as function of energy in (b). The

(W;s) coordinates are in some sense analogous to plane polar coordinates (r; �),

where the total energy W plays the role of the radius r, and 2�s=T is the angle

�. The analogy is though not perfect, as the constant energy lines, i.e., the

trajectories, near the reection points rather are parabolic than elliptic

The temporal Laplace transformation of the Vlasov equation, the cur-

rent continuity and the outer circuit equation with passive components

represented by the impedance Z(�) gives

� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v = f
1(t = 0�); (x; v) 2 
p

� ~E �
R
~fvdv = E

1(t = 0�) + ~jt; x 2 I
�
R
I
~Edx = Z(�)~jt(�)

; (6.66)

where the part of the phase space domain with trapped electrons (shown

in Fig. 6.7) is denoted with a 
p and the diode interval with typical values

used in the examples is

The periodicity along the unperturbed trajectories makes it possible to

expand the distribution function using the Fourier representation ~f(W; s) =P
1

m=�1
~fm(W )e�i
m(W )s. Along these trajectories ~f is assumed to be

well-behaved, i.e., a truncation of the in�nite mode sum in the numerical
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examples does not introduce large errors, but across the trajectories, it is

possible to have discontinuities and singularities captured in the coe�cient

function ~fm(W ). With this representation, the equations becomeP
1

m=�1 [� � i
m] ~fme
�i
ms = ~Ef0;v + f

1(0); (x; v) 2 


� ~E �
R
C1

hP
1

m=�1
~fme

�i
ms
v

i
dv = ~jt +E

1(0); x 2 I ;

(6.67)

where the velocity integration contour C1 is v 2 [�1;1] at constant x

with possible deformation in the complex v-plane due to analytical contin-

uation of the inverse Laplace transform below. The �rst equation above

can be solved for the Fourier amplitudes ~fm(W ) by using the orthogonality

condition
H
exp(i
ns� i
ms)ds = T�mn in the Fourier integrals,

~fm(W ) = [(� � i
m)T ]
�1

I h
~Ef0;v + f

1(0)
i
e
i
m�

d�; (6.68)

where the circulation integral is performed at constant electron energy W .

This expression can be used to �nd the distribution function ~f(W; s) =P
m

~fm(W )e�i
m(W )s once the electric �eld is found, but since ~fm(W ) is

not expected to be well-behaved and therefore di�cult to illustrate, other

measures must be introduced to describe the distribution.

The Fourier amplitude equation [Eq. (6.68)] can be used to eliminate

the distribution function from current equation in Eq. (6.67),

� ~E �
X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
( ~Ef0;v + f

1(0))vei
m�
d�

(� � i
m)T
dv = ~jt +E

1(0) (6.69)

or formally by using the outer circuit condition
R
I
~Edx+~jtZ = 0, to elim-

inate the total current,

Pp(�) ~E = S0;p; (6.70)

where the current operator Pp(�) : I 7! I is de�ned as

Pp(�) ~E � � ~E �
X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
~Ef0;vve

i
m�
d�

(� � i
m)T
dv +

1

Z

Z
I

~Edx; (6.71)

and the source term from the initial condition is de�ned as

S0;p � E
1(0) +

X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
f
1(0)vei
m(W )�

d�

(� � i
m) T
dv: (6.72)

The three terms in the current operator Pp(�) can be interpreted as; the

displacement current, the plasma current caused by the �eld ~E, and �nally

the negative of the total current.
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The electric �eld can at least in principle be found by inversion of

Eq. (6.70). The inverse operator P�1p is not analytically feasible, but it

is within reach using numerical methods as shown in the numerical sec-

tions, Sec. 6.5.4. Assume that the inverse operator exists, and perform the

inverse Laplace transformation to obtain the physical �eld

E
1(x; t) =

1

2�i

Z +i1

�i1

P�1p (�)S0;pe�td�: (6.73)

As usual we will �nd contributions from poles, branch cuts and possibly

also from the closure in the left half �-plane. The poles of interest come

from zeros to the operator Pp. The simple zeros to this operator are the

Landau eigenmodes with harmonic time dependence e�t. The eigenmodes

are found from the linear eigenvalue problem Pp(�q) ~Eq = 0 or,

� ~E �
X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
~Ef0;vve

i
m�
d�

(� � i
m) T
dv +

1

Z

Z
I

~Edx = 0; (6.74)

where the velocity integration along C1 must be made such that the eigen-

solution ~E(x; �) for <(�) <  is the analytical continuation of ~E(x; �) for

<(�) > , i.e., in the complex � half plane where the Laplace transform

originally was de�ned. The velocity contour must be on the same side of the

poles at �vm, �T (W (x; vm))� 2i�m = 0 as for strongly growing solutions,

<(�) >> 0. Equation (6.74) is the analogy to the in�nite system dispersion

relation, but since the geometry is bounded, the spectrum f�qg is discrete,
and the eigenmodes f ~E(x; �q)g contain a mixture of wave numbers in inho-

mogeneous systems. The eigensolution is determined up to a scaling-factor,

which could be chosen as the outer circuit current ~jt =
R
I
~Edx=Z. For a

given frequency �, it is always possible to �nd an outer circuit impedance

Z(�) that ful�ls the resonance condition, but only a sub-domain in the

complex � plane with su�ciently slowly growing, or enough fast decaying,

solutions will return a physically acceptable diode impedance Zdiode = �Z
with a non-negative real part.

The equation corresponding to Eq. (6.69) using Poisson's equation is

~E;x +
X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
( ~Ef0;v + f

1(0))ei
m�
d�

(� � i
m)T
dv = 0: (6.75)

and the eigenvalue equation corresponding to Eq. (6.74) is as Eq. (6.75) with

omitted initial condition f1(0). The initial electric �eld E1(0) is absent in

Eq. (6.75) and the inhomogeneous current drive has disappeared. To invert

this form as above, boundary conditions, restricting the function space in

which ~E is searched, must be supported. Those conditions contain the

missing information of the initial �eld and boundary state.
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6.5.2 Initial value formulation for free electrons

There are several di�erences between trapped and free electron systems.

The most obvious are, the need of incorporating boundary conditions and

the lack of periodicity in the phase space solution in the beam. With

boundary condition on the in-ux boundary, �b
�
, the Laplace transformed

equations are

� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v = f
1(t = 0�); (x; v) 2 
b

� ~E �
R
~fvdv = E

1(t = 0�) + ~jt; x 2 I
�
R
I
~Edx = Z(�)~jt(�)

~f(x; v) = ~g(v) + ~jt~h(v) (x; v) 2 �b
�
:

(6.76)

The boundary condition contains two di�erent terms ~g(v) and ~jt~h(v) to

show the di�erences between a prescribed boundary perturbation with a

given amplitude ~g(v) and a term that scales with all other linear amplitudes
~jt~h(v). The later can, e.g., be used to model a diode with no displacement

currents at the injection point by requiring
R
C1

~h(v)vdv = 1.

In the beam distribution there are foot points for the trajectories, in

contrast to the closed trajectories for the trapped electrons. The Vlasov

equation can thus be integrated explicitly using the integrating factor e�s,

~f = e
��s

�
~g + ~jt~h+

Z s

0

( ~Ef0;v + f
1(0))e��d�

�
; (6.77)

which yields the current conservation with eliminated distribution function,

� ~E �
Z
C1

ve
��s

�
~g + ~jt~h+

Z s

0

( ~Ef0;v + f
1(0))e��d�

�
dv = E

1(0) + ~jt;

(6.78)

or formally by incorporating the outer circuit condition to eliminate ~jt

Pb(�) ~E = Sg + S0; (6.79)

where the current operator for the beam Pb : I 7! I is de�ned as

Pb(�) ~E � � ~E �
Z
C1

�
ve
��s

Z s

0

~Ef0;ve
��
d�

�
dv +

1� e
��s

R
C1

~hvdv

Z

Z
I

~Edx

(6.80)

and the source terms from the boundary and initial conditions are

Sg(�; x) �
Z
C1

�
~gve��s

�
dv = e

��s

Z
C1

gvdv (6.81)
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S0(�; x) � E
1(0) +

Z
C1

ve
��s

�Z s

0

f
1(0)e��d�

�
dv: (6.82)

The Laplace inversion in this case

E
1(x; t) =

1

2�i

Z +i1

�i1

P�1b [Sg + S0] e�td�: (6.83)

includes the information convected from the boundary P�1b Sg , delayed the

transit time s, and the eigenmode contribution P�1b S0 from the zero eigen-

values of the operator Pb. The most interesting modes are the scale inde-

pendent solutions for g = 0, which are found from the dispersion relation,

or eigenvalue relation.

Pb(�q) ~Eq = 0 (6.84)

It is worth noting that the beam operator Pb does not contain any sin-

gularities that could contribute to Landau damping. This phenomenon is

consequently restricted to resonances in in�nite or periodic systems. Field-

particle energy transfer can still be present, but it then enters as a net ux

of particle energy through the boundaries and not as resonant absorption

everywhere in the bulk. The energy transfer di�ers between di�erent parts

of the diode and, on the average over the injection phase; some parts of the

particle trajectory can represent absorption (<(~j�t ~E) > 0) and some parts

energy release (<(~j�t ~E) < 0).

6.5.3 Beam plasma eigenmodes

The mixed system with free and trapped electron populations contributing

to the particle current can be treated by solving the Vlasov equation for each

contribution in analogy with the previous sections. The trapped population

will be denoted with a p for plasma, and the free population will be denoted

with a b for beam. The equation system that needs to be solved is now

� ~f + ~f;s � ~Ef0;v = f
1(t = 0�); (x; v) 2 
p

S

b

� ~E �
R
~fvdv = E

1(t = 0�) + ~jt; x 2 I
�
R
I
~Edx = Z(�)~jt(�)

~f(x; v) = ~jt~h(v); (x; v) 2 �b
�
;

(6.85)

where the arti�cial and inhomogeneous boundary injection g in Eq. (6.76)

has been omitted. The derivation follows in detail the previous sections

and the resulting operator relation in the Laplace domain is

Pbp ~E = S0;bp; (6.86)
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where the source term S0;bp = S0;E+S0;p+S0;b has contributions from the

initial electric �eld, plasma and beam states

S0;E(�; x) � E
1(0) (6.87)

S0;p(�; x) �
Z
C1

"X
m

e
�i
ms

H
[f1(0)]pve

i
m(W )�
d�

(� � i
m)T

#
dv (6.88)

S0;b(�; x) �
Z
C1

ve
��s

�Z s

0

[f1(0)]be
��
d�

�
dv: (6.89)

The current operator Pbp � PE + Pfp + Pfb � P~jt is the sum of the oper-

ators corresponding to the displacement current (PE), the trapped plasma

current (Pfp), the beam current (Pfb) and �nally the negative of the total

current (�P~jt),
PE(�) ~E � � ~E (6.90)

Pfp(�) ~E � �
X
m

Z
C1

e
�i
ms

H
~E[f0;v]pve

i
m�
d�

(� � i
m(W (x; v))) T
dv (6.91)

Pfb(�) ~E � �
Z
C1

ve
��s

"
~h

Z

Z
I

~Edx+

Z s

0

~E[f0;v]be
��
d�

#
dv (6.92)

P~jt(�) ~E � �
1

Z

Z
I

~Edx (6.93)

As in the previous examples the time domain representation of the electric

�eld is found by the formal Laplace inversion of Eq. (6.86)

E
1(x; t) =

1

2�i

Z +i1

�i1

P�1bp S0;bpe
�t
d�; (6.94)

and the eigenmodes f�qg and corresponding eigenfunctions f ~Eqg with har-

monic time dependence (� e
�t) are found as simple zeros to the eigenvalue

equation

Pbp(�q) ~Eq = 0: (6.95)

The current operators [Eqs. (6.90-6.93)], which give a quite complete

description of many di�erent systems, and their relations to other operators

are summarized in tab. 6.3. Several beams and/or trapped populations can

be incorporated by adding the contribution to the current P� ~E for each

species �. With periodic boundary conditions, the part that enters and

leaves the cell must be treated as trapped and periodic. The circulation

time is then replaced by the transit time in Eq. (6.71) and the circulation
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Table 6.3: A collection of di�erent operators (OP), the corresponding conduc-

tivity kernels (CK), and the relation between them

Operator De�nition Name

PE see Eq. (6.90) Displacement current OP

Pfp see Eq. (6.91) Plasma current OP

Pfb see Eq. (6.92) Beam current OP

Pjt see Eq. (6.93) Total current OP

Pp PE + Pfp �P~jt [Eq. (6.71)] Total OP, Plasma diode

Pb PE + Pfb �P~jt [Eq. (6.80)] Total OP, Pierce-like diode

Pbp PE + Pfp + Pfb �P~jt Total OP, Beam-plasma diode

Kp(x; x
0) Pfp�(x� x

0) CK for trapped electrons

Kb(x; x
0) Pfb�(x� x

0) CK for beam electrons

Kbp(x; x
0) Kp +Kb CK for beam-plasma system

integrals become line integrals. Resonant energy lines, � � i
m = 0, also

appear in periodic systems, but the turning points of these lines, which are

important in forming special space charge structures, as shown in the next

section, are absent.

The connection between the conductivity kernel formulation of current,

and the operator formulation used here is formally simple. With a point

source at x0, �(x � x
0) ~E(x0), the particle current at x must be P��(x �

x
0) ~E(x0); � = fp; fb for plasma and beam respectively, i.e. K�(x; x

0) =

P��(x�x0); � = fp; fb. These conductivity kernels must be equivalent to

those used by Leavens and Love [24, 25, 26], since the kernels describe the

same equations, even if they look quite di�erent. The eigenvalue equations

take the formZ ��
� +

1

Z

�
�(x� x

0) +K�(x; x
0)

�
~E(x0)dx0 = 0: (6.96)

The current-free version of Eq. (6.96) (~jt = 0; or Z !1) is similar to the

eigenvalue equation Eq. (5) in Leavens and Love [25], but their result is

limited to a Maxwellian steady state and in�nite outer circuit impedance.

6.5.4 Numerical solutions and regularity

The velocity integration in the plasma current operator Pfp , or any ex-

pression based on moments of the distribution function, crosses a number
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of energy levels Wm for which the denominator in the integrand is zero,

D(Wm) � �T (Wm) � 2i�m = 0. An example of such a line of resonant

particles in phase space and the corresponding zeros in complex velocity

space, are sketched in Fig. 6.8, for a diode with monotonically decreasing

transit time (T;W < 0) as in the numerical example considered below. It

is indicated how to chose the integration contour, as the analytical con-

tinuation of a large growth rate (<(�) >> 0) contour, when the poles are

separated, but what happens in the neighborhood of the reection point xm,

when the poles from the upper and the lower phase velocity plane merge?

At a �rst view, this looks like an ugly double pole producing unphysical

results, but it turns out that this singularity only introduces a weak oscil-

lating double layer structure. To show this it is necessary to introduce some

new notation and some order of magnitude estimates based on truncated

Taylor expansions.

The potential energy is locally linear in x, but the kinetic energy has

the quadratic term in v as the �rst (and only) nonzero contribution toWm.

The resonant line vm(x) thus has a parabolic shape vm(x) �
p
x� xm close

to the reection point xm. Generally vm(x) is the (complex) zero to the

denominator D, D(W (x; vm)) = 0, de�ned both to the left and to the right

of xm, possibly also for damped and growing solutions, <(�) 6= 0. The

branch of the square root is chosen such that arg(
p
x� xm 2] � �; 0]. In

the transit time T it is su�cient to keep the linear term in energy to show

that the denominator has the form D(W ) � v
2 � v2m, (with a minus sign if

T;W > 0), i.e., it is quadratic in velocity with simple zeros at v = �vm. This
clearly shows that the poles in the integrand come in pairs with opposite

signs, which is a general result since D is an even function in v, and it is

not a result of the Taylor expansion.

The �eld behavior is most easily analyzed by using Poisson's equation,

but for completeness the analysis using the current continuity will be given

as a comparison. In both cases, the behavior of the distribution function

and its moments are needed. Let Ae
v(v) symbolize any even analytical

function in velocity v and Ax(x) any analytical function in position x. The

circulation integral in the Fourier amplitudes of the distribution function

in Eq. (6.68) only produces a function of the total particle energy. For any

given x-position, the Fourier amplitudes thus behaves as ~fm � D
�1
A
e
v(v)

and the distribution function behaves as
P

mD
�1(Wm)A

e
v(v)e

�i
ms. The

exponential factor e�i
ms has an even part � (1 + v
2
A
e
v) contributing to

even moments as the charge density and an odd part � (v + v
3
A
e
v) con-

tributing to odd moments as the plasma current. The resonant trajectory's

contribution to the charge density for small critical velocities vm is conse-
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Figure 6.8: A sketch describing the denominator D(W ) � �T (W (x; v))� 2mi�

in a neighborhood of the left turning point of a resonant trajectory. The mono-

tonically decreasing transit time is shown in (a), together with the resonant time

Tm = 2i�m=� and corresponding resonant energy Wm. (Tm is real if the fre-

quency � is purely imaginary.) The velocity dependence in the transit time, at

two �xed x-positions, with di�erent potential energy, is shown in (b). The solid

line gives two isolated singularities and the dashed line illustrates the limiting

case with the two poles merged. The critical velocities �vm in phase space (c)

are given by the parabolic trajectory, or equi-energy line W (x; vm) =Wm to the

right of the reection point xm, and its mirror with imaginary values to the left of

xm. The integration contour C1 must go on the same side of the two poles �vm
in (d) when <(�) = 0 (circle, star) as when there is a strong growth <(�) >> 0

(the pluses). The shown path rests on the decreasing circulation time T;W < 0.

In the opposite situation, T;W > 0, the path on the other side of the poles must

be taken.
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quently

�m = �
Z
C1

D
�1
A
e
ve
�i
ms

dv �
Z
C1

1 + v
2
A
e
v

v2 � v2m

dv � v
�1
m ; (6.97)

where the last step follows from limvm!0 vm

R
C1

�
v
2 � v

2
m

�
�1
dv = �i� (see

Sec. 6.5.6). The result holds both to the right of xm where �vm(x) can be

interpreted as the trajectory, and to the left of xm where �vm(x) are the
zeros to D(W (x; vm)). The charge density thus shows a double layer struc-

ture �m � v
�1
m � (x�xm)�1=2, with the charges on the two sides separated

with a phase shift of �=2. For x positions with real vm, the resistive part

(or damping) is strong and outside of the critical layer, the reactive part is

strong, as sketched in Fig. 6.9. By integrating the charge once, the electric

�eld behavior is found as ~E � Ax �
p
x� xm. This regularity measure is

interesting, in the choice of numerical discretization, since the �eld is square

integrable, but the charge is just almost square integrable. In a mathemat-

ical or numerical language, ~E belongs to the Hilbert space H1��(I); � > 0.

The double layers do not create potential jumps, as perhaps expected from

the use of the term \double layer", and the term may thus be misleading.

It is a weaker form of two closely separated and in�nite space charge layers,

creating corners in the electric �eld. \Oscillating double charge layer" is

perhaps a less ambiguous term.

The contribution to the particle current for particles on this resonant

line is obtained similarly as the contribution to the charge density

jm = �
Z
C1

D
�1
A
e
ve
�i
ms

vdv �

Z
C1

v
2 + v

4
A
e
v

v2 � v2m

�
Z
C1

�
A
e
v + v

2
m

1 + v
2
A
e
v

v2 � v2m

�
dv � Ax + vm; (6.98)

where polynomial division is used to get a leading term of order unity in

the numerator of the last integral. Thus, the current continuity gives the

same �eld estimate as above, E � Ax +
p
x� xm.

The numerical solution is based on a �nite dimensional expansion of

the approximate solution ~E� to the eigenvalue equations, Pp ~E = 0; Pb ~E =

0; Pbp ~E = 0 [Eqs. (6.74, 6.84 and 6.95)],

~E� =
X
�

E���(x) �� 2 V �: (6.99)

The basis functions ��(x) (and the true solution ~E) are at least square in-

tegrable, i.e., �� ; ~E
�
; ~E 2 L2(I), and V � � L

2(I). As indicated above it is
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Figure 6.9: A principal sketch of the electric �eld (top) and the space charge

(bottom) close to a resonant layer. The solid lines are the real parts and the

dashed lines are the imaginary parts. The charge shows a double layer structure

with a phase shift of �=2 between the two sides. The electric �eld has sharp

jumps in the derivative with corner points on the resonant line (x = 1). This is

the result of an isolated turning point. With a large number of resonant turning

points, for di�erent mode numbers, the �eld solution can be spiky .

reasonable with ~E 2 H1��(I); � > 0. A Fourier ansatz for the basis func-

tions is thus not a good choice since these functions have too high regular-

ity, which means slow convergence near the reection points. Trigonometric

functions also have global support, which implies an enormous amount of

calculations. Piecewise constant functions are somewhat too rough and

piecewise linear functions a little too regular. The calculations below are

made with piecewise linear functions since they seem to give better conver-

gence in the regions with small contribution from the resonant layers. The

price that has to be paid, using too high degree of regularity, is that quite

many grid points must be used near the resonant layers, if the details in

the �eld should be resolved.

The case with trapped electrons and no beam will be examined �rst, and

then the general formulation will be considered in the end of this section.

For each basis function �� calculate the contribution Bm� to the numerator

in the velocity integral in the dispersion relation [Eq. (6.74)]

Bm�(W ) �
I
��f

0
;vve

i
m�
d� = 2

Z
s>0

��f
0
;vv cos(i
m�)d�: (6.100)
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By the symmetry of f0;vv, it is possible to limit the integration to the upper

half of the phase velocity plane as indicated in the last integral. The result

is also symmetric in the mode number Bm� = B�m� , which preferably is

used to save another factor of two in the computation and the storage. The

Bm� is a purely geometrical quantity, that depends on the stationary diode

solution, but it is independent of the frequency �.

This matrix of functions Bm�(W ) and the transit time T (W ) in the de-

nominator in the velocity integral in Eq. (6.74) are supposed to be composed

of analytical functions, which means that they can be extrapolated into the

complex v-plane using only Taylor series terms. For practical reasons it is

necessary to limit the number of modes. The higher mode numbers cor-

respond to very short wavelength waves, which are strongly damped, and

they can thus be neglected without introducing large errors. To determine

where to truncate the expansion one calculates the �eld using a trial trun-

cation and then constructs the \mode energy" spectra, Q
j

jmj
, based on the

contribution to the current by the m:th mode ([Pfp ]m ~E)

Q
j

jmj
=

R ���[Pfp ]m ~E + [Pfp ]�m ~E
���2 dx

P
n

R ���[Pfp ]n ~E + [Pfp ]�n ~E
���2 dx ; (6.101)

to �nd the �rst small contribution. The positive and negative modes are

here grouped together since there is not much extra e�ort in including

both of them in the calculations if one of them is needed, but it is always

the positive mode, representing co-moving perturbations, that contributes

strongest and thus determines where the truncation is made. Since the cur-

rent pro�les corresponding to di�erent mode numbers are not orthogonal,

this measure is not a strict energy measure, but it clearly gives a hint on

the importance of di�erent modes.

With a truncated mode number expansion the numerical dispersion re-

lation now becomes

X
�

E�

"
���(x)�

X
m

Z
C1

Bm�(W (x; v))e�2i�ms0(x;v)

T (W (x; v))� � 2i�m
dv +

1

Z

Z
I

��(x)dx

#
=

= R(x) � 0; (6.102)

The residual error R(x) will not be zero for a �nite dimensional basis but it

can be minimized in some sense. One example is to minimize the L2(I) errorR
I
jRj2dx by choosing the coe�cients E� properly. The simplest method

is to require that R(x�) = 0 in a number of layers x� where this number

must be equal to the number of degrees of freedom in the function basis.
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In each such layer the expression within the brackets need to be calculated

using a quadrature technique that correctly evaluates the contour integral

using the analytically continued variables Bm�(W (x�; v)), the normalized

transit time s0(x�; v) � s=T [Fig. 6.7a] and the circulation time T (W (x�; v))

[Fig. 6.7b]. This method gives qualitatively acceptable solutions as long as

the velocity integral varies slowly with x, i.e., for lower mode numbers

without resonant particles, and in the interior parts of the diode, but it

introduces large errors in the reection regions in the sheaths for higher

mode numbers.

The mentioned method with evaluation in layers can be used as a �rst

attempt to debug the program, since it is fast and normally indicates major

errors by producing unacceptable solutions. The �nal calculations though

are based on variational (Galerkin) formulations of the eigenvalue equa-

tions. If Pp ~E = 0 then must
R
I
�Pp ~E = 0 for any test function �. The

discrete form of this statement isZ
I

��R(x)dx =
X
�

E�

Z
I

��Pp��dx = 0; 8�� 2 V �; (6.103)

with straightforward extensions to the beam and beam-plasma cases. The

residual error R(x) is averaged to zero over the support for each test func-

tion ��. These test functions are normally chosen with the same degrees

of freedom as the basis functions (��), and in the results presented here

both are chosen as piecewise linear functions. The problem of �nding

the eigenfunction for the zero eigenvalue to Pp has the numerical coun-

terpart in the search for the eigenvector ([E� ]q) to the degenerate matrix

M
Pp
�� (�q) =

R
I
��Pp��dx.

The eigenfunctions and frequencies are the formal solutions determining

the diode wave solution, but in the laboratory or in large natural plasmas

the current, or the impedance, is di�cult to estimate or measure. It is

then better to �nd the wave solution for a prescribed frequency (which is

an easily measured quantity) and then calculate the \diode" impedance

(Zdiode = �Z) to determine the stability properties from the resistance. A

damped solution absorbs wave energy, which could be seen as a resistive

heating <(Zdiode) > 0 and/or an amplitude decrease <(�) < 0. For <(�) =
0 the diode resistance gives a measure of the rate of energy transfer that

must be supported from the surroundings, i.e. the outer circuit, to keep

the diode in a steady oscillating state with constant amplitude.

The eigenfunctions are determined up to a scaling factor, which prefer-

ably is chosen as the scalar outer circuit current jt = 1 Am�2. (In the

special case of in�nite outer circuit impedance (jt ! 0) some other am-

plitude control must be introduced.) The degenerate equations for any of
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the plasma, beam or beam-plasma systems P� ~E = 0 (� = fp; b; bpg) and
M
P�
�� (�q)E� = 0 have inhomogeneous counterparts [P� + Pjt ] ~E = ~jt, with

the numerical representation

X
�

M
P�+Pjt
�� (�q)E� = jt

Z
I

��dx; ; (6.104)

i.e., linear equation systems in E� with source terms jt
R
I
��dx, which can

be solved easily. The matrix elements are

M
P�+Pjt
�� (�q) �

Z
I

��[P� + Pjt ]��dx: (6.105)

By assuming a frequency ! with a positive real part and � � i!, it

is clear that only positive mode numbers with co-moving perturbations

will contribute to the singularity in the velocity integral, i.e. the \Lan-

dau damping". The negative mode number contribution can be calculated

by methods based on local Taylor expansions, e.g., Simpson or Romberg

quadrature, which is fast and accurate, but at least some of the higher pos-

itive mode number contribution must be calculated using quadrature based

on analytical continuation and Laurent series. The outer circuit condition

can �nally be checked a posteriori by calculating the required outer circuit

impedance by integrating ~E =
P

� E���(x). This process can also be iter-

ated to �nd the eigenvalues for a prescribed impedance, i.e., the solutions

of MP�
�� (�q)E� = 0, (cf. the discussion in Sec. 6.2)

6.5.5 Intermediate variables

In the trajectory integral method there are two di�erent coordinate systems,

the ordinary (x; v) and the new based on the total particle energy and the

transit time (W; s). In calculating di�erent quantities introduced in the

previous sections, both representations must be used. There is consequently

a frequent need of interpolation, between the two coordinate systems, that

must be made at high precision. This section describes how intermediate

variables are stored and calculated to minimize the di�culties and errors

associated with interpolation.

From the static solution obtained by the techniques in Sec. 6.1 variables

f(�;E0
; nion; np; nb)ig0 are de�ned in a set of node points fxig0. Since the

grid point density can be kept high and the variables varies smoothly with

position there are no di�culties to �nd the variables on a new discretiza-

tion in the harmonic analysis f(x; �;E0
; nion; np; nb)ig1, at high precision.

Neither is it di�cult to transfer expressions dependent on the energy to the

phase-space representation (x; v). Di�culties though arise in the transit
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time variable s(x; v). The �nal expression, s(x; v), is a smooth function

of both x and v except in the zero energy limit, but it must �rst be cal-

culated as a line integral at constant energy. Both of the representations

s(W;x) and s(W; v) have in�nite derivatives in some regions, @s=@xjW close

to the reection points and @s=@vjW in the homogeneous section, and in-

terpolations in any of these representations would thus give unacceptable

large errors. The di�culty is avoided by introducing a new parameter �

resembling the transit time s and then calculate and store three matrices

s(W;�); x(W;�); v(W;�) for interpolation. A straightforward method is

to let � number the phase space points p = (x; v) along the unperturbed

trajectory using approximately equal velocity steps in the reection region

and equal spatial steps in the homogeneous section. The two matrices

x(W;�); v(W;�) de�ning the phase space point p(W;�) are then in fact

known by construction. By using the term matrices for functions of two

(or more) variables, it is here understood that all variables are speci�ed in

a discrete set of node points or as �nite basis expansions.

To calculate s, the �rst attempt would look like s =
R
dx=v. In the

reection region, where the integrand becomes singular (v = 0), the al-

ternative s = �
R
dv=E

0 can be used. As usual in numerical calculations,

the use of if-clauses, as necessary to separate the two parts here, should

be avoided on vector machines, if it is possible to �nd a vector formula-

tion doing the same work. (If statements break the pipe in the CPU and

destroy the performance.) Here, the two integrals can be linearly com-

bined by starting form the evolution equation in phase space dp = �ds,

[� = (v;�E0)]. Solving for ds and integrating we obtain

s(W;�) =

Z p=(W;�)

p=(W;0)

� � dp
j�j2

�
Z �

0

� � dp
d�

j�j2
d�; (6.106)

which can be evaluated numerically by any of the methods in Sec. 4.6. A

friend of order must react on the use of scalar products in phase space.

I have not managed to �nd any unambiguous de�nition of a scalar prod-

uct in the phase space. There is clearly a di�erence between parallel and

anti-parallel, but the di�erent dimensions of x and v makes any other an-

gle dependent on the chosen normalization factors, i.e., the chosen inner

product. Nevertheless the expression above is correct, since it is a linear

combination of two equally true equations hidden in the vector notation.

Any inner product will do, but to avoid the di�culties associated with di-

vision by zero and cancellation, j�j2 should be kept as constant as possible

along the trajectory. (Constant here means variations clearly smaller than

the numerical resolution, i.e., about 15 orders of magnitude.) With the

present normalization, most variables are of order unity and the variation
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in j�j is clearly acceptable. The integration provides the variables s(W;�),

T (W ) = s(W;�max) and s
0(W;�) = s=T , for later use.

The intermediate variable Bm�(W ) (Eq. 6.100) and its use in the disper-

sion relation, Eq. 6.102, need some explanations. The most time-consuming

part of the solution procedure is the calculation of the matrix element for

the plasma current (cf. Eqs. 6.91, 6.102, 6.105)

M
Pfp
�� (�q) � �

Z
I

��

"X
m

Z
C1

Bm�(W (x; v))e�2i�ms0(x;v)

T (W (x; v))� � 2i�m
dv

#
dx: (6.107)

With variables known in NW energy steps, for Nm modes and for Nb basis

functions along I , there are O(NWNmN
2
b ) time consuming integrals includ-

ing interpolation, that need to be calculated to obtain the matrix M
Pfp
�� .

This many combinations exist, but it is possible to only perform a few

simple arithmetic operations in each combination, and strongly reduce the

number of integrals. The idea goes as follows. Instead of interpolating in

Bm�(W ) when the integrals are calculated, the discrete expansion

Bm�(W ) =
X
i

B
mi
�  i(W ) (6.108)

for the basis f i(W )g in energy is introduced. Note that the coe�cients

B
mi
� do not depend on the frequency �, and they are thus possible to

determine once in a startup phase. Calculate the new intermediate variable

G
mi
� (�q) � �

Z
I

��

"Z
C1

 i(W (x; v))e�2i�ms0(x;v)

T (W (x; v))� � 2i�m
dv

#
dx; (6.109)

for each new �, using O(NWNmNb) integrals and �nally evaluate the tensor

product

M
Pfp
�� (�q) �

X
m

X
i

G
mi
� B

mi
� (6.110)

using O(NWNmN
2
b ) additions and multiplications in a vectorized way. The

reduction of the number of integrals and interpolations by a factor of Nb

(typically 102 � 103) makes the available resolution considerable larger.

A straightforward integration of Eq. 6.102 would not give an acceptable

resolution with the available computer resources.

It is worth mentioning that so far all variables mentioned have been well

behaved, and high resolution can thus be achieved by using higher order

methods for integration, and higher order splines for the interpolation.
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6.5.6 Complex quadrature

Integrals of the types
R
� � dp,

R
dx and

H
d� all represent scalar integrals,

which can be evaluated by the techniques presented earlier in Sec. 4.6. The

problem associated with some of these integrals is the lack of regularity,

which makes high order methods useless in increasing the precision, only a

denser mesh on a low order method will work. Another type of integrals is

the phase space integrals like
R R

dxdv (
R
d
 using the notation in the FEM-

section, Sec. 6.4). In these integrals there are two hidden complications;

i) the question of integration order
R R

dxdv,
R R

dvdx or perhaps evenR R
dWds and ii) the singular integrands for resonant energy levels Wm.

Most integrals appearing in the numerical schemes are straightforward to

evaluate and they will therefore be left without any comment, the others

will be discussed in this section.

The phase space integrals
R

j
g(p)d
 for some general integrand g(p)

can be divided in three di�erent categories depending on, e.g., the mode

number m and the part 
j of the phase space domain:

1x g(p) and
R

j
g(p)dv both regular

2x g(p) singular but
R

j
g(p)dv regular

3x g(p) and
R

j
g(p)dv both singular.

In practice g can be considered as the integrand in Eq. 6.109 or the corre-

sponding expression for the beam electrons. The numerical methods pow-

erful enough to take care of the most di�cult part of the contribution with

the properties in 3x will be su�ciently accurate for the more regular sit-

uations 1x � 2x, but it will be extremely expensive to use. A practical

code must thus adaptively select the quadrature algorithm that accurately

evaluates the integral to the lowest cost, in di�erent phase space regions.

The contribution for the beam-electrons is regular (1x) everywhere and
it is only a matter of bookkeeping to evaluate the di�erent terms. The

plasma electron integral in Eq. 6.109 has contributions in all classes (1x�3x)
as sketched in Fig. 6.10. Nearby a resonant line (jW �Wmj small), the

quadrature algorithm must include the contribution from the singularity,

but outside this band (1x in Fig. 6.10) any integration method will do. The

band is further divided into the reection region (3x) and the convection

region (2x).
In the region 2x the method must capture the contribution from the

residue at resonant energies and also accurately evaluate the Cauchy prin-

cipal integral, which has a rather large contribution near the singularity.

The idea is to separate the residue contribution from the integrand g. The
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Figure 6.10: A sketch showing the three di�erent integration domains (upper

panel). Domain 1x has the highest degree of regularity and domain 3x is the most

complicated to integrate. In the lower panels is the support for the di�erent basis

functions shown. The domain 
j contributes to G
mi

� (�q) in Eq. 6.109. Note that

a part of 
j does not coincide with Suppf��g, and it does not have to, because

of the non-local character of the conductivity.
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numerator N1(x; v) and the denominator D1(x; v) (with a simple zero at

v = vc) in g = N=D are analytical functions in v and there is no problem

in interpolating (or extrapolating) in these functions. As a �rst step, a

factorization of the denominator gives

g(x; v) �
N1(x; v)

D1(x; v)
�
N2(x; v)

v � vc
; (6.111)

where the new numerator formally is given by

N2(x; v) = N1(x; v)
v � vc

D1(x; v)
: (6.112)

N2(x; v) can be calculated by this formal expression if jv�vcj is su�ciently

large, but close to the singular point, it is better to avoid the numerical

problems with 0=0 expressions by using L'Hospital's rule

lim
v!vc

N2(x; v) =
N1(x; v)

@D1(x; v)=@v

����
v=vc

: (6.113)

The next step separates g = gs + gr into the singular contribution

gs(x; v) =
N2(x; vc)

v � vc
; (6.114)

which gives a logarithm and a residue contribution in the integral
R
gsdv,

and the reminder

gr(x; v) =
N2(x; v)�N2(x; vc)

v � vc
: (6.115)

Again L'Hospital's rule must be used close to v = vc, but normally the

numerical calculations of the integral
R
grdv can be prformed quite roughly

due to the fact that this contribution often is several orders of magnitude

smaller than the singular contribution in
R
gsdv. This is natural since this

contribution rests on higher order Taylor terms [N2(x; v) = N2(x; vc) +

O(v � vc)] and the computation domain 
j (see Fig. 6.10) is limited to a

region close to the resonant line. These velocity integrations are made in

several x-points and �nally the spatial integration is made using Romberg's

method.

This method for integrating in the domain 2x fails in region 3x due to
the simple fact that the �rst order Taylor term is absent in both N1 and

in D1 as a consequence of the even properties in the integrand. [To follow

the continuation of this section, describing the reection region 3x, it will
strongly help, to have the text in Sec. 6.5.4 and the sketch in Fig. 6.8
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available]. The properties become clearer by �rst examining �vc(v) and the

integral

I1(vc) �
Z
C2

�vcdv � vc

Z
C2

1

v2 � v2c

dv; (6.116)

where C2 is the ordinary velocity contour but from �vmax to vmax. The

function �vc(v) behaves as a Dirac's delta function in the limit vc ! 0 except

for a factor of �i�, which motivates the chosen notation [cf. the Lorentzian

distribution (m = 1) in P2]. The integral I1(vc) is analytical in vc and it

would be su�cient to express the integral in fundamental functions for e.g.,

real vc and then formally use analytical continuation for a general complex

vc. Since I do not think the readers express arctan functions in terms of

logarithms frequently, separate treatments of the real and the imaginary vc
case is given. For real vc, i.e., a situation where the contour C2 crosses a

resonant line,

I1(vc) =
1

2

Z
C2

�
1

v � vc
�

1

v + vc

�
dv =

1

2
log

����vmax � vc

vmax � vc

����� i�; (6.117)

which only gives the residue contribution �i� in the limit vc ! 0. For an

imaginary critical velocity vc = �i�, � > 0 the integral becomes

I1(�i�) = �i�
Z
C2

1

v2 + �2
dv = �2i arctan

h
vmax

�

i
! �i�: (6.118)

To obtain the analytical continuation of the logarithmic expression above,

the negative sign must be chosen. This can be understood by following

the poles [star and circle in Fig. 6.8(d)] as they approach the origin when

x is changed. The \star"-pole goes along the positive real axis towards

the origin and continues along the negative imaginary axis without crossing

the integration contour C1. The \circle"-pole follows the mirror path and

the branch cut in I1(vc) is thus de�ned by the real axis. The de�nition

arg(vc) 2] � �; 0], i.e., the \star"-pole side, is used here. To summarize,

�vc(v) behaves as a Dirac's delta function near vc = 0, limvc!0 = �i��(v),
and it is de�ned in the complex lower half plane.

Two di�erent integration methods have been tested in region 3x. They
both have to store the singular velocity integral

R
C2
gdv as a step before the

spatial integration. To avoid cancellation problems Iv � vc(x)�
R
C2
g(x; v)dv

is stored and then �nally
R

j
gd
 =

R
Iv(x)=vc(x)dx is calculated.

The �rst integration method is in principle analogous to the method for

region 2x, i.e., a separation of g in the singular part

g
2
s(x; v) =

N3(x; vc)

v2 � v2c

(6.119)
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and the reminder

g
2
r(x; v) =

N3(x; v)�N3(x; vc)

v2 � v2c

; (6.120)

where the numerator is de�ned as

N3(x; v) = N1(x; v)
v
2 � v

2
c

D1(x; v)
: (6.121)

Here L'Hospital's rule gives

lim
v!vc

N2(x; v) =
2vN1(x; v)

@D1(x; v)=@v

����
v=vc

(6.122)

and applied twice at the reection point for the singular line

lim
v!vc=0

N2(x; v) =
2N1(x; v)

@2D1(x; v)=@v2

����
v=0

: (6.123)

The singular integral vc
R
g
2
sdv gives the logarithmic (or arctan) con-

tribution as shown above. The reminder, which is regular, is integrated

numerically by using the de�nition in Eq. 6.120 far from the singular line

and

lim
v!vc

g
2
r(x; v) =

@N3(x; v)=@v

2v

����
v=vc

(6.124)

lim
v!vc=0

g
2
r(x; v) =

@
2
N3(x; v)=@v

2

2

����
v=0

(6.125)

close to v = vc. The integrals, one analytical and one regular, are simple

to evaluate but the second derivatives and the limit values close to the line

are hard to calculate accurately. The errors in the reminder is acceptable

since this term gives an even smaller relative contribution compared to the

2x situation, due to the nearly quadratic dependence on the small distance

jv� vcj in g2r , but N3 must be accurate as it also is used in the de�nition of

g
2
s . As long as the integration contour crosses the resonant line, vc is real

and determined by interpolation. Imaginary vc requires extrapolation, and

the oscillating factors ei
ms(x;v) in g grow exponentially.

To avoid the large growth of the exponential in the arctan-branch an-

other approach is to evaluate the integral
R
C2
vcg(x; v)dv numerically di-

rectly without any analytical separation. Here, it is su�cient that the

extrapolated vc resembles the correct values, since the factor is balanced

by the inverse quantity in the spatial integration. In the limit vc ! 0 the

analytical result, limvc!0

R
C2
vcg(x; v)dv = �i�N3(x; 0), can be used and
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for large jvcj any quadrature is e�cient, but the intermediate range needs

some comment. As an example: Let vc = 10�4, vmax = 1. A quadrature

must use a step length of the order dv � 10�5 for small velocities, but only

the rough step dv � 1 for v � vmax. An equidistant partition would be

disastrous for the performance and the limit solution may not be useful if

N3(x; v) oscillates fast with a typical length of the order or smaller than vc
as it often does for higher mode numbers.

By starting with a discretization with approximately equal contribution

to the integral from each interval dv � jgj�1, the velocity points follow an

tangent function, i.e., an extremely non-equidistant mesh. This �rst set of

nodes is re�ned if it is required by the scale length in the oscillations, and

�nally all intervals are divided in four equidistant cells to make it possible

to use Romberg's method on each 5-point set. The performance has been

compared with known analytical solutions using similar functions (as e.g.

�vc) with satisfactory result. The relative errors are in the range 10
�8�10�4

using 10� 100 Romberg cells (40� 400 node points) for the full range of vc
values.



Chapter 7

Retrospect and prospect

The dissertation concerns electron beam-plasma interaction, in homoge-

neous as well as inhomogeneous systems, with a strong focus on modeling

and numerical techniques. I think it is clearly shown, e.g., by the selec-

tion of topics in the dissertation, that the vast majority of my contribution

to the di�erent papers concern calculations and development of numerical

tools. Nevertheless it should be pointed out that the ideas that led to the

search for calculation methods have background in experiments performed

at the Alfv�en laboratory.

It began with the experimental observations of the localized �eld struc-

tures in a double layer experiment. The experiments were performed by

Herbert Gunell in cooperation with Sta�an Torv�en and Nils Brenning. The

experiment was redesigned with a hot cathode as a source for the electron

beam to get a more quiet plasma. Still in this experiment, turbulence made

it necessary to use conditional sampling to extract useful information.

When I started as a PhD-student in 1995, my advisor Sta�an gave me

the article by Apel [9] describing beam-plasma interaction in an in�nitely

long cylinder with perfectly conducting walls. I think this was thought to

quite well suite the conditions in the \Green Tank", where the experiments

were performed. The article was meant as an introduction, for the new stu-

dent, to the experiments made. As a �rst step some of Apel's calculations

were reproduced by solving the cold beam-plasma equations for cylindri-

cal geometry given by Simpson and Dunn [27]. At this time, the strong

spatial growth of the hf spikes was interpreted as the result of a convective

beam-plasma instability and a homogeneous description with a background

population with neglected Landau damping was used as comparison. I

checked in the literature for di�erent estimates for damping and growth in

homogeneous plasmas in beam-plasma systems, and found about the same

103
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scale length. Could the absent damping in the cold description perhaps bal-

ance the instability caused by the beam? Some calculations were made for

beam-plasma instability in hot plasmas using direct numerical integration

for the plasma dispersion functions, and by using the so-called Pad�e ap-

proximations [28]. The homogeneous calculations all showed growth rates,

clearly lower than the cold estimates used for comparison in the �rst papers

[16, 20]. The deviation was about a factor of two, which is quite large as the

growth rate appears as an exponent in the expression for the amplitude. It

should here also be mentioned that beam-plasma interaction in gradients

is (and was) expected to be more stable than the corresponding interac-

tion in homogeneous systems [29, 30], an expectation which later on also

got numerical support in the last paper of the dissertation. I realized that

there must be other explanations for the strong growth, but at this time I

did not think any of the other persons involved in the \spike experiments"

had interests in my objections. I went my own way, by trying di�erent

expansions of distribution functions to obtain modi�ed dispersion relations

for homogeneous wave modes in non-Maxwellian plasmas, a decision that

I felt was not fully supported by the others in the group. Today I think I

had support for the decision, but as a new, and perhaps insecure, student

it felt risky to leave the main track of research in the group.

The breakthrough came late in 1996 when H. Gunell and I followed a

PhD course on Wavelets and �lter banks. We began to test our di�erent

ideas as a part of an internal competition for fun. The goal was to show

that the other persons ideas were wrong, or if we agreed, to be the �rst

one coming up with an idea. This competition mainly concerned the hand-

ins in the wavelet course, but the creative atmosphere, which developed,

remained afterwards. At this time the activity at the laboratory also was

high, with several guest researchers and several persons active in di�erent

degree projects. The �rst three papers came within one year from this

point. Not perhaps because of intense work, but rather as a result of an

accumulated knowledge we both had gained during the previous years. We

should here also acknowledge S. Torv�en and N. Brenning, who had prepared

this promising �eld of research in earlier investigations. In the �rst paper

(P1) simulation result and some preliminary ideas were given. I entered this

paper quite late and my contribution is thus limited to some simulations

and to the �rst ideas for spike formation.

By introducing cuto�s in the distribution tails we thought that it per-

haps would be possible to increase the growth rate estimates by recovering

what was lost by the previous inclusion of a thermal background. We had

to incorporate the cuto� in the distribution function in the modeling of

the kinetic wave modes (P2 and P3) and we tried to measure the distri-

bution function in the hot cathode experiment (P3). This track was not
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successful, as the measured and simulated growth still were too large to

�t these kinetic calculations in homogeneous systems. We instead began

the modeling of the waves in gradients. The uid equations in P3 were

satisfying in describing the frequency, position and amplitude of the spike

compared with simulations, but they could not explain the small widths of

the hf spikes. Neither did they incorporate the driving instability in the

beam and resonant damping. To incorporate these e�ects, I began to in-

vestigate kinetic modeling of inhomogeneous bounded systems, and at the

same time (September 1997) Gunell graduated and left for an employment

in the telecommunication industry a half a year later. As Gunell left, the

possibility of getting experimental �gures for comparisons with the numer-

ical models, which were under development, was strongly reduced. Kinetic

treatment of waves in inhomogeneous plasmas turned out to be quite com-

plicated, and it took exactly two years to �nish the next paper (P4 received

at the editor's o�ce 3 September 1999). No detailed application of the ki-

netic description on the spike problem is reported in P4. The hf-spike is

thus not a closed chapter by this dissertation, since several questions remain

unanswered.

The next step in the modeling would be to use the method in P4 to

answer questions about stability. Does one of the eigenstates feed the other

with energy or are both of them unstable? Why have several PIC simu-

lations failed in reproducing the experiments? At the time when most of

the simulations were made, we had no idea of the eigenfrequencies. The

simulations were judged by the character of the electric �eld E(x; t), and

no spectral analysis was made. If there were many excited modes at dif-

ferent frequencies, peaking at di�erent positions of the diode, the �eld in

the time domain E(x; t) could look quite irregular with a broad amplitude

maximum. The simulations should be rerun and evaluated by the spectral

contents and not visually. Some simulations have in fact been rerun by

Martin Wendt (PhD-student in the group), and as expected they normally

show discrete spectra, both in the electric �eld and in the outer circuit

current.

A common factor in the PIC simulations and in the models in P3 and

P4 is the net current through the system. These currents are di�cult to es-

timate in the experiments, since the outer circuit closure is hard to de�ne at

the frequencies in question. The electromagnetic vacuum wave lengths are

also comparable with the size of the vessel (\Green Tank") and its support

windows. If there is a net current, weak enough to neglect the magnetic

�eld in the equation of motion, but still not zero, it should be possible to

measure radiation from the spikes. Measurements by magnetic loops out-

side the support windows have indeed shown radiation but no conclusions

about the role of the spike could be made. First, the conducting cham-
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ber disturbed the measurements and secondly radiation is also generated

by surface currents on the probes, which are inserted in the plasma. It is

thus not possible with simultaneous measurements of radiation by current

loops and measurements inside the plasma column. A similar experiment

in a glass vessel, performed previously at the Alfv�en laboratory, has shown

radiation. It would be interesting to repeat this experiment with the knowl-

edge we have today. It is also possible to �nd current free modes in the

theoretical models in P3 and P4 (jZj ! 1). They have not been analyzed

in detail, because of the short-circuited diode in the PIC simulations re-

producing the spike. As the experimental currents still are unknown, these

solutions must be kept in mind.

In the PIC simulations with mobile ions a density cavity formed at the

position of the maximum amplitude. Similar cavities have not been possible

to detect experimentally due to density uctuations. A change in the ion

density pro�le clearly changes the natural high frequency modes. The hf

spikes seem to occur more frequently in the experiments than in the PIC

simulations, which are not run long enough to include ion dynamics. Could

there exist a feedback mechanism tending to create the spikes?

The amplitudes are low enough to make non-linear coupling weak in the

major part of the diode, but not in the sheath region. The linear stability

analysis in P4 is clearly useful in determining the onset of the spikes, but

perhaps a re�ned theory should incorporate non-linearities.

So far, all suggestions have the spike interpretation as the common fac-

tor. It is also possible to re�ne the analysis in P4 without aiming at a deeper

understanding of the localized �eld structures. The \double charge layers"

are perhaps measurable by specially designed experiments. The purely the-

oretical track can also be re�ned to study the implications of plateaus in

the transit time. The role of di�usive terms (collisions or perhaps non-

linearities) is another open question. The methods in Chap. 6 will likely

perform better by the inclusion of di�usion terms. The main argument is

that di�usion in ordinary ows (in contrast to phase space ows) stabilizes

the numerical schemes. The other argument is that the true solution for

the perturbed distribution function likely is regular across resonant �eld

lines, and thus easier to expand in a regular function basis. Di�usion of

momentum produces of-diagonal stress in addition to the ordinary diagonal

pressure. Nearby surfaces this viscosity gives boundary layers. Is it possible

to �nd similar e�ects in phase space near boundaries? I think not. In the

velocity dimension no boundaries are present and in the spatial dimension

there is no coupling, since the collisions create di�usion in velocity, not

in real space. Nevertheless a picture of bounded populations with weak

velocity di�usion would be interesting.

There are several interesting tracks to follow. I hope someone continues
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